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CHAPTEK
the

I.

0F

BASHS2BB

The Problem

TT SCEHMBI

sciooi

.

.

At a crossroads in a valley, worn by a rush-

ing stream through high wooded hills, is the little
Into this one room

white schoolhonse of Smithdale.

school, shortly after the World war, I brought my ideals

and experience of three years as a
director.

:iere

I

physical training

tried to discover how far those ideals

were practical in thin type of rural school, and how
the new Massachusetts Physical Training law worked,
to be more exact, how
the recently passed

J

lav;

or,

could tollow out in such a school

requiring the teaching oi indoor

and outdoor games and athletic exercises, and at the same
time incorporate some of my ideals of physical education
in my teaching.

3ince education is closely related to the community
in which it functions, and physical education is even more

vitally concerned with community welfare,

I

have studied

the background of Smithdale s school in considerable detril.
f

Physical Features

.

The village of Smithdale lies in the narrowest of
the four velleys of the town of Killsfield at an altitade

of about 700 feet.

At the south, Bushy fountain rises to

a total height of 1200 ft.

and forms a barrier between

volley of Saw

till 3

ilill

rivor and the

valleys of Hlllsfiold Center,
Plain*

ado

no::

populous

lllloflold and the

:ast

Tradition oayn thnt tho early sottlonento wore

on tho mountain ao it afforded grantor protection

An ancient road and collar holes

fron tho Indiana.

boor uitnoon to thoso days.

Sow a prooipitottn

rorni

"Gutter" of lushy tountnin to

bat it is lose frequently usod

loads through tho

tlio

oontor of the town,

nore roundabout

tlian o

rood which follown dorm now Till river vnlley to "Torth
lilloflold nnd then oroooeo tho nountnin barrier at a

loner hoifrht. (See map: i'rontapieoe

~0£ioally it
•Torth

v,

ald npponr that both

oithdolo aid

lillsfield wore a part of the town at the north,

through whioh Saw till rivor flows nntil it noots the
Connect ion t river.

Toro are the railroad stations whioh

the people of Snlthdalo use both for freight and tiioir

own trnvol.
.".ill

*!ero.

also, otndonto from tho upper Saw

river valley villoeroo went to

school when it was in operation,

t?ic

^ut

industrial high

physical goographlo

conditions woro subordinate to tho social inflaenoos

which bound the Saw Hill rivor vlllagoo to those on the
south of 3ushy fountain.

The incorporation of

t:.o

town

at the north occurred in tho Diddle of tho 18th century,

twenty years earlier than that of lillsfiold. Tho

Addreeo of J. . at on*
1074, At tho Colebration of the 100th Armivoramy
of the Inoorpomtion of the Town,
p. 12
p. IE
p* 13

p. 13

p. 14
V>»10-19«

"torn lots and

coTnraon

at Saw Mill river" were not in-

cluded in the territory incorporated on lower Saw Mill

river when the "faithful planters" of that day laid
out their torn.

The proprietors of the grants along

upper Saw ?Iill river joined forcer politically with the

landholders at the south,

an?,

the fact that the road

connecting the pioneer towns on the fertile bnnlic of
the Connecticut with Boston ran through the southern

portion of what was incorporated as ^.illsfield probably
made them content to be so included.
Economic Condi

fcion

:

History of Taxation.

The changer, in the population and economic

conditions of -iillsfield have affected the educational

situation and the health of the present day.

In the

years following the incorporation of Hillsfield, which

occurred just before the Colonies overtJirew the authority of English rule, the inhabitants of

Iillsfield were

independent and strong, gravely concerned with matters
of community welfare and patriotic duty.

Some of these

men were the descendants of the hardy colonial ''planters"
who had hewn the "cartway'

"through an unbroken forest

of fifty miles length" and who had valiantly fought in
the last French and Indian wars.

tion of their town invested

5

The act of incorpora-

frith all

the powers,

privileges and irununities that towns in this province do
and may enjoy."

Ir

provided that

the.

inhabitants "shall

pay their proportion of all province, county and town

100th Anniversary,
p. 26.

Typewritten manuscript on town's early history,
written "by a meraoor of the Grange.

100th Anniversary
| • 15 •

3enefits paid for by town appropriations in the 18th century.
The principle of paying from public funds for

thingB that would be of benefit to the community and otate

was timu established by the oarly settlors.

Taxation for

tnese community benefits has increased steadily.

History

points to the payment in 1775 from appropriations of town

meeting for the following public affairs: military training,

the building of the church, the home settlement of

the doctor, and the settlement and salary of the minister;

and in 1791 "schooling".
S.

"In 1775 tne citizens voted nine

per day for minute men's training, voted to work out

20 pounds on the meeting house, voted to give Dr. Ball 25

acres as settlement, (doctors wore settled in that time
as well as ministers), if he stayed 10 years and gave bonds
to stay so long.

In 1776 they reconsidered the money

raised for preaching.

In 1791 it was voted to raise 10 L«

for schooling.

State aid in the 18th century.
The principle of state-aid was also established
early.

The expense of cutting the road through from L-

to S- which caused the settlement of

lillsfield was partly

reimbursed fron the "General Court of the Province of
Ilassachucettn ^ay

begins:

Tf

.

The petition of the road makers

"L- Jan. 7th 1773-4.

We the subscribers hare been

at great cost and expense in finding and clearing out a

100th Anniversary

"

p. IS.

library.
Highway Tax Report, found in town

5

road from L to S-, at Ct. river, whereby the distance of
sundry towns

—

to Boston is much shortened, which will

be of great service to these towns especially, and to
thr-

province in general."

The petition wan received and

"the house of representatives

tract of land six miles square

allowed to lay out a

—

in satisfaction of their

service.

Early State requirements.
At that time tne principle of having the state

make certain requirements was likewise established.

conditions of settlement upon

tfcls

The

six mile tract were:

"That they settle 60 families within 4 years, clear 4

acres for tillage, stock 4 acres with English grass, each
to build a house 7 ft. stud and 18 ft. square, reserve one

lot for schools, one for the ministry anc one for the

minister whom learned Orthodox they snail settle; and that
they further clear and fit this highway for a good cartway, and give bondu for the fulfillment".

Increase in

Town appropriations for highways.

The last provision was the bekinning of the

responsibility of tne town for good roads.

The appropria-

tion for highways in the 1860s was .$27.67 in one year.
This wan about equally divided between taxes on real and

personal estate from residents and from non-residents.
The appropriation for roads in ±9£Z was nearly
v 1900 of

which came from tne state.

5030,

Grange

-iss.

p» mm

100th Anniversary.

Annual Report a of the Town

6

Increase in cost of support of poor.

Hillsfiold has taken care of Its poor at public
expense st least since 181o.

7MI

In that

history states

that they "put up the keeping of nine paupers at auction.

The town paid for their support from

Averaging

65<^

50tf

to 80^ per week.

per pauper per week, the total paid by the

town in 1813 would have cone to less than ,140.00.

1922 the support of the poor cost the town

In

'1,228.04.

Support of me&icnl work.
The doctor as a part of town expense has recent-

ly been revived.

Ihc early settlers considered him a

necessity, as has been shown by the fact that in 1775 a
lot was appropriated for Lim froi> town no e ting.

In 1900

the town report does not mention him, hut in 1912, as

medical inspector for the school children, he is paid
In 1922 the town appropriated

for his services.

«,;50

,;20

for

him and v 200 for the school nurse who assists in medical
work.

Support of schools.

Schools have, since the earliest times, been

considered part ox

tjie

town's necessary duties.

As has

been noted, the provincial court in giving the town its
six mile tract specified that one lot should be reserved

for schools.

It appears,

indeed, t

,p.t

the early settlers

were moro interested in education than the inhabitants of
a later period.

In 1791 10 L.

(

v 40) war raised for

Report of School District

-

1850.

Report of School District - 1853.

annual Reports of the Town*

7

schooling, wherea3 in 1650, though there were ninny more
to pay and probably more children to be taught, the school

expense given by the district report

was only £42.31,

though records fail to state how many school districts
were in the town at this time.
At about this time state aid for schools was

established.

The first school report mentioning it,

sta tes:
"Feb. 28th, 1953

Received of the town
n
from the state

- .j39.31

5.25."

-

In recent years the cost of education has increased

enormously.

In 1900 th? town appropriation for schools

was

1100 and the total amount received from the state

was

691.82.

In 1922 the town appropriation was ,4,000

and the total amount received from the state ,6,027.76.

Increase in rato of taxntion.
Since the

rapidly increased.

./or Id

the rate oi taxation has

Var,

The total tax in 1021

war.

^'27.50 per

more than the tax rate

thousand

aioh was

of 1918.

This jump in tax rate the minister considers

ll p

•

1

i

due to the following' reasons:

"The appropriations for the expenses of the town

have materially increased

about that time.
lea at a third

mom

a.-id

very rapidly, beginning

Our treasurer says that they are at

now than in 1916.

Letter dated

liar oh lfct,

1923.

6

"Together with this, many valuable timber lots
have been out off, considerably reducing the amount of

taxable property.
"There has probably been some reduction in the

amount of live stock kept in the town, with a corresponding reduction in valuation. This hac been brought about

by the natural situation of some of the old settlers giving up, and sons moving away or unv;illing to carry on

farming with the same energy,

I

can think of several

cases of thi3 kind,
"State and county taxes havo increased a good
deal within a few years, which of course adds to our rate.

This rate, ^£7, 50 per $3000 in 1922, in

comparison with other total tax-rates in Massachusetts, is
higher than

tlie

avorage town having a population of less

than 5,000, though the majority of citien maintain a higher
rate,"

This high rate, it

Lfl

to be noted, pays for prac-

tically only the bare necessities, i.e. maintenance of
highways, support of the poor, education and the state and

county taxes.

*

Taxpayers' burden and economic wealth*
The discrepancy between the taxpayers' burden

and the economic wealth of HillBficld and certain other
*
The library cost the town in 1922 only $225.08; the
cemeteries, ,70*00; the county extension service, 375*00; a
national bank note, .2,033.33 and miscellaneous, v l, 413. 78
making a total for all otxier items of ^3,817.19, out of
a total expenditure of s 24, 355.94.

Annual Report of Town.

Grange

.Jss.

p*

1.

Figuren obtained

frorr. ..ass.

Census 1865,

3

towns and cities

I

have worked out from the "Statistics

of llassachusetts Schools,

Appendix A.

)

for 1918-19 and 1921-22.

(See

In 1922 the most glaring difference betv-een

the tax burden, or rate per ^1000 valuation, waB seen in
the case of Brookline and Dover, tue latter having a total

tax rate of about half what Hillsfield oaid, and Brookline

having nearly

Yet Brookline is famed

10 per $1000 less.

iillsfield barely manages

for her civic improvements, and

to educate the children, has no street lights as yet, no

sewage and no provision for public recreation, which are
felt to br necessities of modern comnunity life.
In its recognition of the financial disadvantage
of such towns as Hillsfield the state is developing its

system of reimbursement or state-aid.

In 1922 the town

received from the state for highways 2/5 of the total cost
and for education 3/5 of the total cost.

Iill3field's

present disadvantage, as shown in her taxation, is due to
the economic change which has affected both her financial

independence and her population.

ECONOMIC

00Sj)I-J-.0:I:

.1

'

.:

I

r
.

OF

T.-fc

IIEDUPTaiSS

.

The industries of Hillsfield were early developed

along the course of the three brooks.
a

mill is in 1774."

"The first record of

"There were three scythe and hoe shops

in East Hillsfield in early days."

.oolen mills were also

situated here, using, in 1665, 4,000 lbs. of scoured wool.

Figures obtained from

,'ass.

Census 1875.

lase.

Census 1865.
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and manufacturing 1,200 yds. of Satinet and '400 yds. of
Yarn,

each valued at a dollar a yard, as well as flannel

and wool f rocking.

There were also in 1865, in the town

of Hillsfield.a tanning factory with a capital of (8,806,

making goods valued at $10,700.

(

"3 hands employed),

10

saw mills which prepared for market 650,000 ft. of lumber,

and employed 12 men, a wheel Bhop, a vehicle manufacturing establishment, a blacksmith chop, a chair maker's shop,
a flouring mill,

a planing mill,

a block and pump shop,

a

pail and tub shop, a distillery, a shop for the making of

brush and broom Jiandles, a charcoal pit and a box factory

which had a capital of ^600, cnployod one man, used ^500
worth of stock and made boxes valued at $1500.

700 cords

of fire wood and bark were cut by tnree men and there were

1,000 railroad ties made which were valued at £80.
Lleohanic shops also did ^400 of repairing and building of

machinery.
in 1865.

"Ten females" of the village made 7,000 hats
In tnat year tne total number of industrial

establishments was 23, the capital invested was around
,^0,000, and the value of goods made was around ^26,000.

(Census figures give only separate items).

By 1675 the number of establishments had decreased to 14, yet, according to the census, the capital
invested was v22,05Q.
done was

;32,004.

The value of goods made and work

The woolen mill had begun to lose

ground, the value of goods decreasing-

30,j,

from ^7, 000

Mass. Census, 1865 and 1875.
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to

though the capital stock Increased seven fold.

"5,000,

The tanning factory depreciated in capittVl stock from

$3,200 to

N

3400 and the value of goods made from $10,700

to ^800.

The industries which the census figures show
as having an increase in production and valuation of

product between 1866 and 1875 wero the firewood and "bark
industry, the making of railroad ties, and of lumber.
In 1865 firewood and bark
"
In 1875
..ailroad ties in 1865

1875

Lumber in 1865,
B

700 cords, value Jl.997;
n
"4,334.
"

1294

1000, value

17,130

650,000 ft.

7,259.

"

38,670|
14,035.

"

1875,

80;

,j

n

This increase in value of woodland products is

apparently a present economic tendency, also, though
there are no figures available for its proof.
The economic tendency of the abandonment of the

small or individual shop has continued, so that at the

present

ti^.e

there are only three industrial establishments

running the year round,

2 saw

mills, occasionally a third,

on Saw .:ill brook which use water power and a box factory

on Pond Brook using steam, developed from the burning of

scrap wood.

Railroad ties, lumber and boxes are the chief
industrial products of the present day, of which the
latter is the most important.

This box factory continues

through the energy and business acumen of one man who has

12

developed the business from a bankruptcy sale of the
first owner 3 which occurred around 1900, and which

accounts for the falling off in the amount of capital
invented between 1885 and 1906 t (See Appendix B. Com-

parison of Aggregate Valuations and of Town Goats.
to a profitnble concern employing 31 to 35 men.

The

value of goods made has more than doubled in twenty

An approximation of the value of industrial

years.

products in 1923 is given as #30,000 worth of lumber and
'90,000 worth of boxes.

The most notable change in the lumbering

industry

nars

been from the mills using water power to

the portable steam mills which are cheaper to operate be-

cause the

co«3t

of transportation of the lumber is less.

There are at lea^t three such portable mills.
ECQilO:lIO 003DITI0:::

tlstory oi Agriculture .

The agriculturo of iillsfield consisted, in
1905, when the last agricultural statistics were taken,

of three tobacco farms (in the valley of the Plain brook);

twelve onion field

-

in the same vstlley;

sone dairy cows,

farm or home gardens which provided vegetables
for home consumption;

vided

raucji

arid

fruit

chickens, hogs and calves which pro-

of the meat for the table;

increasing acreage of woodland.

family cows and an

./lass.

Census Reports, 1865 and 1905.
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The number of Improved acres has decreased
over one half since 1865, "bat the advance in price of

all but oorn has made the value of products from the

reduced acreage about one fifty more.

Agriculture J

(See Appendix C:

This increase, however, has hardly kept

pace with the increased cost of merchandise.

The number

of woodland acres has increased notably and the value has

more than doubled.

The acreage given to hay has increas-

ed slightly since 1865 and its value has also doubled.

There is more corn raised than formerly, but
the value of this product has diminished due to competi-

tion with western corn.

There were fewer acres of rye and

oats in 1905 than formerly, and wheat was not grown.

There has been a decrease in the number of

pounds of tobacco raised, and this product appears to be

worth slightly less per pound.
The raising of onions is i development of the

past 60 years since the census of 1865 does not mention
them.

Fewer potatoes were grown in 1905 than in 1865,

but the value of these had risen.

There were more cows in 1905 than forty years
before, and their produce wa

sold as milk rather than as
In 1865 dairy

butter due to improved transportction.

products constituted £6^ of the total value of agricultural products, hay, straw and fodder

ftft£

and

v;ood 1£,>.

This division ha« changed only slightly, there being less

dairying now, due, some say, to the high
labor.

cor.t

of farm

Census Reports of 1865 and 1915.
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ECONOMIC CONDITION: Occupations of Population

.

T&e occupations of the population have cnanged,

though the statistics are difficult to analyze, and unIn 1865 there were 41 persons employed in "manu-

reliable.

facturing" and 88 in "agriculture", in 1915 there were 77

employed in manufacturing and 143 in agriculture and forestry.
This apparently shows a steady increase in the number em-

ployed in manufacturing.

The change here has been from

work in individual or small shops to employment in the box
factory and the chopping of wood for the portable mills in
the forests.

The falling off in the number employed in

agriculture, witn a subsequent increase, is probably due
to the movement to western farms followed

by recent influx

of Polish farmers to the onion fields on the Plain.

The

change in the nuiaber employed in domestic service from
196 in 1905 to 21 in 1915 is part of a well known movement
due to the entrance of women into industrial, clerical and

professional occupations.

The outstanding fact in the

trent of population, however, is the abandonment of the
town by the young men and women.

The opportunities here do

not appear so great as those of the industrial citieu.

SOCIAL CONDITION ;
Change of Population

.

The general change in population has been marked.

There

fcas a

steady increase in population

fro;, its

ment in the eighteenth century to about 1850.

settle-

(See Appendix
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D ami ll Census figures and Graph of Population.

)

The

drop in population between 1830 and 1850 may have been
due to emigration to the west,

though the gold rush of

1648 appears to have had littlo influence,

after the

Civil War the drop in total population was rapid up to
1890, and may be accounted for by the development of in-

dustrial cities which attracted the younger nen and women,
.ince 1890 the native Anglo-Saxon population han continued
to decrease.

(See Appendix P: Nativity of Population}.

The increase in total population around 1915 is due to the

influx of Russian roles, Lithunians and negroes to the
farm lands of the rlain and some British families to the
forosts.

The decrease since 1915 is largoly due to high

wages in cities during the World War period.
A comparison of the numbers oi inhabitants in

different age groups gives
change in population.

£2,j

littlo more light on the

(See Appendix G:

copulation by Age Groups)
was

a

Comparison of

Although the total population

less in 1915 tlian in 1865, there were more children

under 10 years of age.

There was nearly onr third

(29,^)

less population between ages of 10 and 50 in 1915 thf«n in
1865.

The total decrease in population is therefore

unquestionably due to the leaving town if .young men and
mid'jle aged men and women.

The fact that more leave now

than in 1865 during the period of their greatest earning

power Bhows that the present economic conditions are less
favorable than formerly.

16

The comparison of rabies and females at different

age periods (See Appendix

and Females.

5-15,

)

-:

f

Comparison of Number of /.ales

gives more females than males in 1665 from

HO - 40, 50 - 60, and over 80.

This august s the

conclusions that men found employment here between 15 - 20
and 40 - 50 in 1865 and probably between 20
the loss of men during the Civil

men during that period.

and over 80.

40 since

ar accounts for fewer

In 1915 there were more females

than males in Hillsf ield from 10
50,

-

-

14 in age, from £5 to

This suggests tkp conclu ions that girls

fe+tween 15 and 25 have left town more than boys of that

age, and tiiat men find employment here between 15 - 25,

and over 50.

Tho forests and tobacco and onion farms

require men, whereas the discontinuance of domestic service
provides no field for £irls here, and the entrance of

women into industry and the professions offers them opportunity.

Economic Change .
Thus it appears that Killsfield does not seen at
the present time as desirable a place for men and women to

gain a livelihood as it
B:

die)

in early days.

(See Appendix

Comparison of ^g^regate initiations and of Town Costn.

The pioneer planters found the valley lands

sufficient

for the supply of their food needs, the forests gave them

fuol

anr!

wrter.

building materiel end there was plenty of fresh
They were, moreover, on

a

main thoroughfare between

Harold D.Foght, "The liural Teacher and His Work"
p. £0.
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the frontier settlements and Boston.

Between 1865 and

of capital invested has little

the present day the

nraoTint

more than doubled.

Between 1885 and tbdny agricultural

values have baroly held their own.

Industrially, if it

wore not for the box factory, which though once bankrupt
is now successful,

the value of Hillsfield's products

would bo only r-lightly grePter than in 1875.

As it is,

the increase in value of industrial products is less than

five fold whereas the increase in town costs for highways
and schools is nearer forty fold.
So long as the economic period continued, which is
called by Dr.Foght the
(1)
period of "household economy'; when clothing was homespun

and food home-grown, Hillsfield maintained its population
and its economic self-sufficiency, though the call to

western lands took some of the adventurous blood.

The in-

vention of steam engines to replace hand work at first
only stimulated

T

{illsf iold 1 growth, for the four streams
1

gave water power to thn individual workshops which developed
and which oared for the community's varying needs. But when
the use of power wa^ centralized into large factories, the

death knell of 'lillsf irld*

s

economic independence sounded.

The many little individual shops

ttiat

once dotted the val-

leys and supplied the community's needs arc now but tradition.

The "factory system" has taken much of the "best

blood" of the town to the industrial cities, and the com-

munity now has to buy its merchandise from outsiders and
finds large appropriations from the state necessary to

maintain its schools and highways.

18

Condition of
:Jost

here.

lealth .

of those, nowev r r, who do find employment

In the box factory or the forests, have oomfortable

homes and good food from their gardens and farms.

In

many ways, indeed, it appears an ideal environment for
3hildren, with its fresh air of the hills,

its streams for

fishing and swimming, its pure water and its gardens and
domestic animals.
value as

Nature appears to have recognized its

nursery, for not only do the Poli3h people have

a

large families but there are many of the finest type of

children to be found here.

xinglo- Saxon

deed,

Hillsfield is in-

in certain ways, a healthful place to live.

Apart

from the high rate of infant mortality, which is probably
due largely to "the difficulty of obtaining medical care,

there are comparatively few deaths save from old age, as
is shown by the vital statistics.

Statistics.

)

(See Appendix

I:

Vital

The large number who live beyond sixty and

seventy also shows that this to^m is a naturally healthful
environment.

Hist ory of Social Conditions
But in

psychological way the town is not as

healthful a place for
times.

i

th*

young now as it was in foriier

The economic system that developed industrial

cities drew away from Hillsfield much of the energy that
had developed its vital community institutions.

present adolescent boy and young

Lian

To the

now "the place is

100th Anniversary -

p.fc6.

100th Anniversary - p. 29
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deBd

.

And feeling the

plana to drift cityward.

lacic

of Inspiration he (or she)

The criticisms of the young

people are somewhat harsh though, for the town has three

fairly active churohcs with Sunday schools that cooperate
with the schools in giving good tines to the ohildren, and
there is

beautiful little library whose new building was

a

the gift of

a

former residont, a branch library in Smith-

dale, and a Orange that,

organized in 1874, was recently

reorganized and is often mentioned for its worth while
activity in the state grange oaper»

Karly social status.
Yet, without doubt, Hillsfield is not as vital

and sociable a community now as it wap in early days when
it did not have to compete witn city attractions to hold

its young people.

In the 18th oentury and early 19th the

church was the central meeting place for business, politics and gossip as well as for worship.

Hillsfield'

church community was robust and hearty,

historical records

state in 1775, "on the meeting-house spot voted to provide
for raising the house, to have three barrels of cider and
14 bushels of calces nnH some meat, and some beans er peas."

Pride was ta&en in the appearance of thin building, for

about 1785 they "granted the stair ground on both floors
in the church to any one who will build and furnish a hand-

some porch over the front door."

100th Anniversary

Grange -ss. p«3«

Town meeting.
The meeting house was UBed flora the first as
the town hall,

r.

id

here was voted all the important

measures that theee patriots of
occupying their attention.

a

young nation iound

They Kerr independent men,

too, for in 1787 they seilt delegates to the convention

at Boston, but voted to disapprove of the Federal Constitution.

Their fellowship had lost men and treasure in

gaining the nation's liberty, ana though "we know ol nothing
but patriots in Ilillsfield" they felt the importance of
their position and in several cases "decided to show their

mind to the General Assembly".
Church.
It is within the memory of one of the old inhabi-

tants, who sighs for the good old days, that whole families

drove to the meetinghouse from far and near, laden with

provisions, for the Mil-day session, and, if winter time,

with foot stoves, for the building was "warmed by footstovos brought by the women".

Here between sermons and

services people had a chanoe to become well aoouainted

with the other members of the community and to form those
plans which developed their patriotism.
Taverns.

There were also

to

taverns on the old Boston

and Albany stage coach road and one of the noteo citizens

Grange Hss. p. 2.

}.00th

Anniversary, p. 31.

Grange ass. p.£.

100th Anniversary, p. 31.
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whose name is perpetuated in many of the present families
was "innkeeper as early as 1800."

These taverns were

doubtless rendezvous for the swaggering youth of that day.
The stage coaches from the west with news from Hew York

and beyond would doubtless draw in to the hospitable tavern,
one of whicn still stands as a residence, and would pau; e

while the norses were refreshed and the passengers regaled

with the product oi the local distilleries ("distilling
has always been carried on here"), before making the steep
climb to the Worcester plateau.

Early social characteristics.
Though discipline was stern in the early days,
"a stocks was voted in 1779," yet music,

inventive genius

and orofensional talent developed from the rugged pioneer

stock inspired by the beauty of the hills and the associa-

tion in endeavor of those worthy people.

"These hills have

always re-echoed the sound of merry voices, the viols of
ancient days are somewhat laid aside, but talent in this
"Inventive genius has had a

department still exists."
share in the field here.

Patents of various inventions

have been recorded to men of this town, and much unpatented
and useful productions have been here constructed, and are
still bein

t

r

const! noted.

little repute.

Ve

raised a painter also of no

Able divines have here dwelt and labored."

If the schools of the close of the eighteenth

100th Anniversary

- p.

.30.

Statistics of Population of
Gensus.

:ass.

fron

J. 3.
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century and early nineteenth are to be judged by their product they wore efficient.

They did not hinder inventive

genius and they laid the foundation from which two Hills'graced the bench of New York;' one boy "laid

field boys

deep the foundations of literary pursuits in raising the

first ,50,000 of the endowment of Amherst college," and
one boy rose to national eminence,

"In the mayoralty of

New York City, and the Congress of the United

;:>tates

alike,

he served his age and reflected glory on his native place."

Economic Basis of Social Change .
But a gradual and subtle change has taken plnce
since those days of high endeavor.

According to the census

of 1920, Hillsfield had decreased in population 10, S in the

last five years and in so doing, it was but expressing the

tendency sho^rn by
having

a

98?o

of all the towns in Ilassachusetts

population of less than 5,000.

Industrial cities

have taken many of their young people, as modern factories
are taking their native products, leaving them comparatively

small earnings for their long hours of labor, and a lack of
the social advantages which were more common to all when

America was an agricultural nation.

The system which has

made possible large and relatively cheap production of merchandise, so that, for example, thousands of families may
own Ford automobiles and phonographs, has drained the

vitality from snch communities as :iillsfield.

Hart, BUL«, "New

.

inland

Ull

Town', Atlantic

Monthly, Vol.83, 561-74 and 712-720.
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Present Social Condition:

Pessimism.

The rugged country people have fought a losing

battle

r.nd

an accumulation of pessimism has taken the

place of the former gaiety of the groups that met in social

barn raisings and hushing bees.
Defectives,
One writer on the social condition of Hills-

field has intimated that there is to be seen here serious

degeneration caused by inter-marriage and the intensification of family traits which is so marked in isolated communities.

The statistic?, however, vhich give figures for

the "total defectives" r (presenting a lnygpf percentage

of defectives here than in the largest cities, are flag-

rantly unreliable, for the %m*%

ones;,

tail en

in 190b, have

three such noticeable repetitions as to make the number

of "total defectives" given questionable. (See Appendix
Social Statistics.)

J:

Hillsfield probably suffered more

from errors and miscomprenehsions in census- taking tnan
did the largre cities, so it is eulte possible that the

larger percentage given by these figures for
was entirely due to inaccuracy.

lillsf ield

The present town clerk

who, as daughter of the former town

dark, has watched

the town for the sixtoen yearn of his service and her own,

states that while there are a few defective famiXlafl in
their midst aha believes there are no more than in other

places and here they show more.

There appears to be in

Hillsfield a relation between the defective population
and drunkenness, for the town clerk and superintendent of

schools (the latter has lived and worked among these
hills for forty years) say that at least two defective

families are offspring of notorious drunkards.
Literacy.

The statistics for illiteracy do not coincide

with the census figures for "defective" population as they
give only one

mtive born illiterate.

The foreign born

illiterates are too recent comers to be accused of having

degenerated hero.

The educe tional statistics for mentally

retarded children also cannot be accurately used to prove
defectiveness in mentality, since other factors, to be

discussed later, operate here.

There are only two children

in Smithdale whose retardation is due, in the superintendent's

opinion, to defective parentage.
Care of handicapped.

Indeed, there is evidence that

lillsfield folk

have tried to meet this social condition of defectiveness.

Hillsfield has spent a good deal of money in the support
of its poor and it has had placed in the proper institutions

many of those vho were undoubtedly unfit socially.
law which reimburses

The state

town for the money spent in placing

G.Stanley Kail, "Recreations of
pp.39 & 43.

a

Psychologist"

*5

a deaf inhabitant in an inctitn.ti.on has been advantageous,

and used by the

town.

Individualism.
Yet though degeneracy through intermarriage is to be
found, the outstanding characteristics of r.mithdale and
:illsfield is individual strength born of the freedom of

the hills and of a lone competition against the economic

forces which at present appear to be working against them.
I.Iany

of them have a perception of the true values of life

wJiich make their

judgments unusually interesting and canny.

They are not influenced by the mob psychology of cities.
They see things more nearly as they are, rather than as
they are told to see them.

As a result, they are often

truer to the human needs of life, since artificial civili-

sation has not made them superficial.

Ky own relations

with many omithdaie people has assured me of this insight
into life.

G.Stanley Hall recognizns the importance of

this human outlook in rural people, and in his "Recrea-

tions of a Psychologist" hints at the great part which they

who live thus nearer to tho indisputable laws ol nature

may play in the regeneration of a nation.

He outlines the

degeneracy of the mythical continent of Atlantis and tells
of the 3mall group of rural-minded people by whose sane

counsel alone Atlantis mignt be saved.

It may indeed be

that a money-fettered world m^y find salvation in a recogni-

tion that tue spiritual value of human lives is more important

David Grayson, "The Friendly Road.
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The country, which is

than the monetary valtie of things.

the place whore human lives, individual traits and the rela-

tions of man to man stand out clearly, may give the cue that
the evil of thir. civilization lies in the power of money to

conceal unjust and miserable numan and social relations, and

may point the way to the Friendly

r

;oad.

Aloofness.

Unfortunately, it appears that

tliis

native strength

and individual wisdom of such rural people as Smithdale's

population is not being incorporated, into the general interests of the state and nation.

The interests of the

"majority" have been centered in cities and have appeared

prejudicial to the interests of Smithdole.

±he civil and

criminal laws, developed in legislaturer: and courts, to a
number of inhabitants in L'mithdale still seem a little

secondary to the individualistic

lav;s of

nan to man. More-

over, the corruption of the "body politic" appears to them

greater since they are removed from the genial atmosphere
of the hundreds and thousands of people who are benefitted

by the artificial bonds oi civil organization, and they
rely for their knowledge of civil and politioal affairs

upon newspapers

-.hi

oh all too often pre rent only exaggera-

ted stories of exceptional cases.
in spirit to their forefaters

v

They arc, also, kindred

ho could not live in a king-

ridden country, and are therefore naturally antagonistic to
the boss-ridden political machine, and to the clever

100th AxmiYersfii'y, p. 31.

Address of

>.rof.

Brim, December 1921,

College, Columbia University.

Teachers
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hierarchies of organized selfish intelligence which appear
to them to be the order of our boasted oivilization.

Indeed,

they respect more those who are able to take the law into
their own hands and do not have to run for a sheriff.

Pos-

sibly the traditions of 3mithdale may augment its noncnalence
of so-called law, since when laws were made against distil-

ling, which had always been oarried on, one of the occupationof the hills was "moonshine" .

The position of the village

in n corner between two counties made it attractive to that

fearless type 01 men who do not see the reason for conforming to outside laws, yet, strangely enough, make the pro-

duct of their stills pure.

In fact, the part record of no

county court without its quota from Smithdale is one of the
community's jokes, together with the remarks to the Judge
of

a

neighboring villager when asked what crops were raised

in tne district,

"Two crops, huckleberries in summer and

hell in winter."
It appears that the economic r evolution, that
or "household economy", see page 17,
(

change in economic state from "domestic occupations'^ to the

"factory system" )has caused
city and rurel interests.

a

wider and wider

o*ulf

between

a
It has caused^" social cleavage"

which Professor 3rim of Cornell in an address to a Teachers
College audience considered the most serious cleavage in

American social conditions.

Individual strength in rural

society, being peerless against organized strength of

cities and towns, has withdrawn into itself and become

cynical and antagonistic.

1

Saturday livening

Post-,

Jan.

27,1923.
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The lack of ability to cooperate both within the

community and in relation to the outside world affects overy
aspect of life and aots as a severe handicap.
ing,

Family feel-

though tempered with too much oommon sense to allow

feuds, nevertheless was instrumental in breaking up an ener-

getic attempt to form a community club,

The last meeting

was as wild a free-for-all word fight as the rural teacher
then present had ever witnessed.

The school children express

the same feeling in their school quarrels and in their in-

ability to work together.
In the church membership the same aloofness end

looal pride is seen.

In order to pay the salary of the

minister it has been necessary to combine with the neigh-

boring village.

The good people

have;

united to worship God,

and the minister holds service in each community on alter-

nate Sundays, yet though they go to the neighboring church
they do not fully enjoy this cooperation.

It

is interesting

to recall the cooperative spirit shown by the early settlers

ano to speculate on the causes of the present aloofness.

The economic disadvantage of the rural worker

through lack of cooperation and organization

kftfl

been clear-

ly brought out by President David Friday of the Michigan

Agricultural College, and is seen here in °>mithdalc in the

relatively decreasing economic assets,

without doubt it is

more difficult to cooperate in the country because of the

distances between the workers, yet in the industrial system
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it 13 only by combining forces,

increasing capitalization,

and reducing the cost of production through division of

labor and labor-saving devices that sufficient profit is

made to pay for the services of the expert and maintain
the industry in a competitive world.

^ueliornting social

:

orces

:

Agricultural extension work.
Yet though the outlook for Smithdale farmers is

dark (the prerent building boom haw made the forest workers
morr>

cheerful) there are a number of forces at work which

are beginning to make headway against rural handicaps. The

practical plan of the demonstration of .scientific agriculture in cooperation with the farm operator, initiated in

1904 by Dr. Seaman A.Znapp, which began the development of

county agents in connection with the agricultural colleges,
have, through the Junior Extension Clubs, helped a little
to aojust matters and bring about better conditions.

The

Plain school has organized clubs which have vitalized much
of the school work and whiob may even bo a factor in having

sent a few of the pupils to high school in the last two

years.

Unfoi tuna tely save in the Junior Club work, which
,

was enthusiastically carried on by many of the Hillsiield
schools in 1911 and l£,when the children received "seed corn
and potatoes from the agricultural college" there is a feelirg

"The ?rofeosional

Iftigineer;'

Jan. 1923, p.

3.
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of prejudice in the minds of many Hillsfield folk against
the outsiders who would toll them how to manage yet Viave

never experienced their difficulties.
Llodern Inventions.
Modern inventions are helping in the social adjust

ment of Smithdale.

The telephone and automobile are lessen-

ing distances, improving marketing facilities and the social

life of the people-

Several families own cars and many have

telephones, though it is very hard to hear over the telephone
wire.

It is encouraging, when disheartened by a considera-

tion of the handicaps of the Smithdale dairymen and famers,
to read in "The Professional [engineer," the official organ

of the A.A.3., that the skill of the inventor

snc!

engineer,

which during the great industrial expansion of our country
was absorbed by the factory, the railroad, and the mine is,
since the collapse of the world market for industrial products following the War, being re-directed to agriculture
to make of it "less of a drudgery and moie of a scientific

game.

Footnote. Letter from Superintendent of Schools,

June 7,19£3.

"Sometime ago an educator in his address to trie
people of this section stressed the importance of the
"back to the farm" movement, saying that those reared on
farms should make agriculture their life work and others
should train for it. He cited instances where fruit culture, for instance, had yielded wonderful financial returns,
and other phases were equally profitable, nesting him on the
train I asked if his eons were interested and he said "Ho".
They could have had scientific training; most of the boys
now on farms cannot, yet they should remain?.1 "
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Good Roads.
The good roads movement, which gave Smithdale a

better road on the 50

-

50 basis with the State highway

department, is greatly increasing the possibilities for

cooperation between workers, and between country and city,
and is enabling modern methods to be used.

larger unit for organization.

It allows a

The parcel post and improved

rural mail service are bringing about a greater sense of
oneness with the rest of the world.
It is possible that Cmithdale has passed through

the darkest hours and that the human genius of invention

and organization which, by creating machinery and centralized factories, drained rural community life, shall create

more skillful inventions yet, which, adapted to rural conditions of life, shall revive the old and build a better new. *
*

Foot note.

Henry Ford, "My Life and

;ork", pp. 191-2,

204.

p. 191. 'Concentration of industries is only a stage
in industrial development.
As we learn more aLout manufacturing and learn to make articles with interchangeable parts,

then those parts can be made under the best possible conditions.
One can put a small plant on
little stream, and
the combination of little plants, each making a oingle part,
will make the whole cheaper than a vast factory ould.
The city
p. 192. "Industry will decentralize
had a place to fill, a work to do.
By crowding together
men have learned some 3ecrets.
They would never have learned
them alone in the country.
Sanitation, lighting, social
organization
all these are products of men's experience in
city conditions of work and living are so
the city. But
artificial that instincts sometimes rebel against their unnaturalness.
"Farming is too seasonal an occupation to
p. 204.
engage all of a man's time. It ought to be the business of
raising food. And when it does become a business the actual
work of farming the average sort of farm can be done in
twenty-four days a year. The other days can be given over
to other kinds of work.
We shall have as great a development in farming during the next twenty^ears as we have had
in manufacturing during the last twenty."
\

—

29.

Y.

Sural Survey, p. 71.
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Educational interest.

Already tnere is being manifested on the part of
the leaders in education a greater interest in the rural

schools,
to

.as

a matter of social justice and necessity,

such villages as Smithdale is being given.

difficulties of

trie

aid

The very

economic and social conditions sur-

rounding the rural school are beginning to attract the attention of pioneer workers in education.

The economic

handicap of widely varying and often inadequate financial

backing for scnool expenses, of lack of organization and
of disadvantageous small scale operations, and the social

handicap, isolation, possible eugenic deterioration, indivi-

dualism and aloofness, make a situation which in its complexity, variety and scope is the equal of no other single

educational field,

Uearly every city problem finds its

replioa in the microcosm of a rural community and here all

problems are bound ivithin the radius of influence of
social agency, the rural school.

It is

a

single

with insight into

this aspect of education that the New York rural survey

definitely initiates the policy "to make the one-teacher

rural schools the posts of greatest distinction" in the
whole field of teaching.

Summary of Present Social Status.
But in 1921, when

I

went to ,Iills£ield, it was

difficult to find any alleviating bright spots to offset
the pessimism which high taxes and little denand for lumber

had brought to Ilillsfield folk.

The burden of the state's
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demands appeared greater than the benefits which state

leaders had devised for the community.

The school superin-

tendent expressed the situation well when she write,

"Isolated rural communities educate themselves slowly

—

or rather adapt themselves slowly to changing conditions and

needs,

Hot until some of our more progressive young people

go out i$to the world and later return with a "vision" and

remain long enough to make the vision a reality are we likely
to see oar dreams come true".
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CHAPTER II.
SIIITHDALE SCHOOL OF THE PAST AND PH5SENT

'SCHOOL BttlLDEJG All

The little

.

YAHD

hite school close beside the road in

Smithdale, with its simple severity and neatness, bears wit-

ness to the pioneers of democratic education, our Puritan
ancestors.

It was built for a church, but the group of

men upon whom fell the responsibility for educating the
district's children decided, between forty and fifty years
ago,

to abandon the old building for this pleasant roomy

structure,

The man who owned the land upon which it was

built, a space about fifty feet by seventy- f ive, gave the

use oi it to the school, specifying

tiiat

the shed, also,

might be used by the school, and the hall above the school

room might be used by the community, provided there was
never any dancing or card-playing permitted.

The son of

the school's benefactor inherited the land surrounding,

thus closely, the school property, but also inherited his

father's interest in the children, for he "doesn't care",
as the children put it, if they pley on his hill behidd

the school, or run through his woods, so long as they don't

damage his property.

Yet there Is little feeling of

freedom and no adequate space to play in the school yard.
The road becomes the logical playground.

Town Imports.

H.Y.. ural Survey, p. 216.
t
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1866 to $4,000 in 1922.

It was also seen that the number

of children to be educated has increased in spite of the

general decrease of population^

Appendix

^(See

G:

Compari-

It therefore corr s about

son of Population by Age Groups.)

that in 1921 the valuation back of each pupil in Hillsfield

was the third from the lowert

in.

the state, and the amount

of money raised by the town per pupil was the smallest

amount raised anywhere in Massachusetts.

Is it to be

wondered at that education in -'illsfield has been kept to
a

passable standard with great difiicnlty, especially when

it is realised t at in general it has? been found that

education in a rural school is approximately £10 per pupil

more than in a city school.

(See Appendix

elation between Costs per pupil.

I*:

Pelative

Hew Yorfc Rural Survey).

Coct and Aspect of School in I860.
The cost of administration in a

lillsfield

district in 1850 was limited to the slight repairs on the
building, "setting of 2 panes of glass,

12^'".,

the utensils,

namely, broom, pail and dipper, co-tin^ in all,
t

ie

salaries of the teachers for

terms,

,11.

.34

and

.J30.00,

tnc.

60<^;

and

rumor and the winter

respectively.

(See Appendix Kj

Educational Statistics: Itemized Costs,) The building itself had been put up through the efforts of the townspeople
and paid for from town appropriations.

The aspect of the

building had changed little since the Hillsfield schools of
the 1790' s described in history.

Mas*

p. 3.

Smith, John Montague, History of Sunderland, p. 93.

;5G

"The interior of these scuoo}. buildings consisted

of a row of seats running around three sides with counters
in front, under whioh was a shelf for books;

seats in front far young pupils.

desk occupied the fourth side."
the place of the fireplace,

a row of low

A fireplace and a teacher's

3y 1650, a stove had taken

listory states of these early

schools, "Education imported here was probably of the heroic
sort, as the whipping post was connected with this schoolhoo.se,
Liade

and there were dents in the wall known to have been

when a ruler which had beer vigorously hurled at some

pupil's head, had missed its intended aim."

The stocks had

become obsolete by 1850, but tradition says that the discipline within the school was of the same type.

"Sven in

1922

authority wee maintained by the use of a harness trace.
Increase in School Costs.
The expenses of education, though practically

stationary from 1791, when "10 £ was raised for schooling",
to 1850, when the co^t for one district was '-42.06, began to

mount rapidly soon after that date.

In 1851

the?

cost of

fuel and of the teachers' board was paid by the town.
on,

free

T

,ater

text book3 were made obligatory by the town,

salaries were increased from the dollar a week basi3 of 1850
to $22 per week in 1922;

(See Appendix I] Salary Increase.)

a part-time superintendent was added;

in more recent years

opportunity for higher education was made available through
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public support of the pupils* transportation and tuition; and
as many of the educational advantages which had developed in
city schools, have been added as the limited budget can
(S£e Appendix iU

pay for.

Itemized Costs,

Public Support.
Not all of the inhabitants of Smith. dale have

viewed with approbation this increase in the expense and in
the oppor tunitiee of educrtion,

living a secluded life in

the hills, they have not become a Tr are of the great change

which an industrial civilization
tional world.

ha."

forced upon the educa-

The older generation may say with some trrfch,

"the little district school did well esougfe for us", foi in

their day the school was better adapted to their needs than
is the school of the present with ell it-

increased cost.

When the school was only expected to supplement the knowledge of life gained on the farm and in the home, before so

much of life was ta^en from the homestead, the cosy schoolroom of the Omithdale school with its r;ood-fire and benches

amply provided the figuring, reading, writing are spelling

which were its duties.

The coapetition with grafted city

schools and their advantages did not enter in. 11m the keen

adolescent boy senses the discrepancy between this school,

which ia many ways seems 6 relic of a past age, and such
schools

a;-j

thoae of "Srookline which suend two to three times

as much money each year on each pupil as does "lillsfield
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and maintains school buildings and furnishes equipment

with seven to seventeen times ae much as 'lillsfield can
(See Appendix A: Relation "between Wealth. Educa-

furnish.

tional Opportunity and Taxpayer's Burden, and Appendix
Cobt oi

.uduc

0:

tion por i>upil in City, Town or Country,

and Appendix ft Cort of High School

adolescent boy does not

knov?

Bet ic;

t

ion.

)

The

that the population of Brook-

line is, also, burdened less to pay lor this educational

opportunity fo? their children than are his parents and
might become

possibly it io just as well he

tioeL.n

even more cynical than he is

As it i& 9 he believes that

the people of

f

t.

J.e

lilisfield don't care whether they do any-

thing for him and hie schoolmates, and though this is not

wholly true, for they are doing as much relatively as many
oi the wealthy cities and

towns, yet there is an element

of truth back oi his feeling.

2o some,

the little money

that can be raised for school purposes

u

BUAh

n

-in-

satisfactory investment that the best thing to do seens
to then to be to keep the figure down aa low as possible,

especially as the total tax rate as seen la the preceding
p.

chapter,

is mounting higher and higher each year.

The fact

that tae state helps, paying over half the total expense,
(See Appendix

ti

Available

"rinds.

}

though it is an entirely

just and necessary system and one v.hich needs further

amplification, it is not an unmixed

^oofi,

for the pride of

Report of School District, 1852.
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local achievement is lessened and the people more and more

look elsewheie than to their own efforts for the benefits
they desire.

ADAPTATION OF SCIQOL TO COILIUITITY.

Personal Endeavor Replaces

loney Costs in 1860s.

There are several facts that point to the closer

touch between the school and the community in the middle
of the 19th century.

When in 185E the expense of provid-

ing wood from town appropriations seemed too great, it was

voted at town meeting "to find the wood".

Likewise, in

order to lessen expense for the teachers' board, the parents

went back to the former custom of boarding him in turn.
After the Civil War when times were again hard, the teachers
were "boarded around'' and the fuel

j

ound.

Relation of School to Community affaire in 1860s.
Sessions and Teachers.
In the matter of school sessions, the physical and

economic aspects ox life in Ullsiield were taken into con-

sideration

.

The school reports of the 1850 's and 60 f s point

to a term beginning the middle of ;iay ana running usually

twelve weeks or until the middle of August.

This session

was taught by a woman teacher generally, and, tradition says
that the younger children went to school at that time. They

.Report of School district of W.

1900 Report of School Committee, p. 12.
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were out of the way of busy householders d'iring the summer
rush of work: and had no difficulty in getting to and from
school, since the roads v;ere then in good shape.

The winter

session "began after Thanksgiving and lasted generally
eleven weeks or until the middle of February,

A man teacher

presided over this school and to him csme all the older
children.

Although the school reports shov that the teachers

seldom stayed for a second tern, yet, at this time, it

appears that the teachers available were of more than average intelligence.

The report of a neighboring to\?n says

of its teachers in 1847, "all were conversant with most of

the studies required by law, a few of them thoroughly so,

and some were independently and comprehensively reflective."
Furthermore, the superintendent of schools, in telling of
former days, said that about this time sessions in different

districts often overlapped, making it possible for pupils,

ordinarily attending one school to

-pain

more schooling after

their own school shut down, by talking a couple of miles to

another district where school was still in operation.

A

walk of several miles did not at this time deter the ambition
from gaining knowledge t nor war the element of compulsory

attendance so much a part of the sy

tern.

*
"One of the hardest problems that your committee hove to
grapple with is the matter of transportation, what a change
since our school days! Ten years ago no parent thought of
asking the town to furnish transportation for their children,
although living a long distance from school and on lonely
roads.
Now the cry is heard, "if you want my child to attend
school you must furnish conveyance.
Is it any wonder that

Crenoral Laws relating to Education, p.

MU

Genoral Laws relating to

Mao at ion, 1321,
p. 73.

Gupt's report, 1912, p. 23.
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the child oi today lacks courage and independence? The
fault is with the parent. Your committee recognizes the
fact that transportatin^ all children who live from one to
two miles from school can only be accomplished at a large
Can the town afford it? And are you
expense to the town.
ready to make the necessary appropriation? We are also
aware that such an expenditure would lead to a more regular
attendance and thU3 be a decided benefit to our schools."

Relation of School

to

Community at Present rime.

In this lant-mentioned phase, compulsory school

attendance, the Smithdale school of to-day, especially,
shows its lack of adaptation to

t he

community life.

Mttle

by little the state has demanded more of the teacher in
Smithdale.

The number of subjects to bo taught

fetti

in-

creased from four or five to twenty, the requirements for

promotion made more rigid and the number of

ren to be taught has grown greater.
to attend from the ages of 7-14,

Jcinds

of child-

Now all children have

they nay attend when 5

years old if they wish and they must attend until 16 if they
have not finished the 6th grade.

At the same time that the law

*

is requiring

children of more and more advanced age to attend school it
is becoming more and more impossible to find any teacher

willing to face the difficulties of rural school teaching,
and intelligent men teachers for rural schools are a rare
"Our greatest problem is the classification of the
Smithdale and horth Schools. The addition of the ninth
grade necessitated by the closing of the 'A, High School
has made tue problem more difficult. At present we combine where feasible, mainly in spelling, reading and geography.
Tne time is coming when a two-room building
should bo given this sect ion, combining the schools and
dividing tfet classes into primary and grammar."
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As a result, adolescent boys are imprisoned in

exception.

school walls by the fear of a trxusnt officer while inex-

perienced and poorly trained girl teachers try to keep them
^iiet and, peradi-enture, teach all of the five to nine

grades something of the many requirements.

Compulsory attendance and school mortality.
This compulsory attendance law which requires a

child to rMMifi in school until the completion of the sixth

grade when he may gain a working certificate, or until he
has reached his 15th birthday, appears to be more often a

hardship than a benefit

to

the "mifchdale boy.

The school

program, overladen already, is largely a course in text-book

reading and recitation which provides little of interest to
the heavily-rmsoular, ingenioas-ninded boys of adolescent
age.

]?wice tiie

superintendent waa beaten in the county

law court when endeavoring to fulfill her duties as laid

down by the state in regard to this compulsory education.
It is apparent that the law does not seem to be entirely

adapted to community needs.

Many of the boys and girls did

not rant to remain in school, the^ preferred to work.
The superintendent said that when the law was passed she

had to herd into school those who had thought themselves
free.

Half of the children between 14 and 16 were working

on working permits in 1921 and 1922,
r

"illsf ield s working certificates are:
1

-The

exact figures for

Am.

Child,

TOUT,

No. 8, p. 6.
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Percentage of total number
between 14 i 16.

19 El.

Number.

3oys
Girls

10

Total

16

60>!

53-1/3;;

6

50, j

1922.

Boys
Girls

21
10

48/

Total

31

48,3.

50,3

In 1911 in omithdale only f attended school after

the sixth grade,
over,

in 1920 only 1 and in 1923 but 3.

M&r*-

if the number of tardinesr.es expresses a lack of proper

interest in school, Smithdale statistics show that lack, for
in 1922 the number reached

Owen Love joy,

ir.

W$

of the aggregate membership.

discussing the relation of school life to

occupational life states: "Children have many dislikes, and

among the chief of these is the dread of being bored to
extinction."

"Child labor is most prevalent at precisely

the point where our educational system most completely falls

down

—

in our rural communities."

"If a community, a

county or a state has the right to invade a private home
to compel children to go to school,

then the United ^tates

Government has the right to invade the state that refuses
to prodaee its (.uota oi edacated citizens

children refuse to become "educated citizens

being"bored to extinction",

room cannot bring it about.

Llei e

lloreovpr,

.

'

if they are

attendance in a school

Report 192Z, p. 26.
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High school education.
The situation in Smithdale i«, however, a little

more aggravated than in most of the other districts of the
town.

At the other schools the conscientious work of the

superintendent ami of teachers who, to the great benefit
of the schools, have remained for two or more years has

resulted in the graduation of a goodly number of pupils,
eleven in

six in 19£1, and the enrollment of the

greater majority of them in high schools.

''Of

the thirty

pupils who have graduated from our schools during the last
five years, (the usual annual enrollment is 160) twenty-

seven have attended high school; a cr editable number have

been on th^ honoi: list and two attained pro merit rank* " Two
lillsfield students have recently been valedictorians upon
graduatiog jfr
aifenlance^and length of school year.
e
The superintendent has likewise been able to
secure, through unmitigated effort, an average of attendance

which compares very favorably with the schools of larger
towns and has been able to keep the schools running for
more than the legal 160 days.

(See Appendix Q: Comparison

of Attendance of Pupils and of Number of Weeks of School.

Teacher situation: Length of service.

There appears to be a distinct relation between
the length of term of service of the teachers and the morale
of the school, number of graduates and high school attendants.
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Once Smitndaie retained a teacher for three years, and, as
a result, there were two pupils who graduated and went on
to high school.

"Length of service of a good teacher is

very important to the achieving of a studious atmosphere",
the superintendent says.

"A school that had

been noted

for this broke down in eight weeks under a new teacher who,

though experienced, diu not have nold of the children." She

stated in the report of 1922: "during the nineteen years of

my incumbency the ilorth and wiaithdalo schools hnve had,
respectively, eighteen and twenty different teachers, of

these thirty-eight teachers twenty-one served less than a
year each and the longest term of service was for four
years.

Although we have had among them a number of excel-

lent teacnors

tiie

frequent changes have left thei* mark.

The reasons she gave for their leaving were, low salary,

£753 in 1921, large number oi pupils (24 to 44 is often the
rule), multiplicity of grades (often there are nine), the

difficulty of the adolescent boys, t^e lack of the kind of
social life a teacher should have, frequently the lack of a

good boarding place and the lack

oi*

constructive and helpful

criticism, cooperation and interest of the parents.

Increasing difficulty of securing teachers.
That

t/tir.

condition

though early a difficult one,

is becoming more aggravated appears to be the case, according
to the school reports from 1894 on.

In that year, the sec-

retary announced, "we feel free to say that we have had no
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poor teaeners."

In 1697 vacancies occurred through taking

"better positions" and

on account of poor health", but

"the vacancies have been acceptably filled.*'

on to state,

"'We

The report goes

labor under the disadvantage of not being

able to pay the salaries that will command and hold the

services of the best trained teachers.

In 1900 the school

committee report says,

One of the must difficult and also

most important tasks is

—

the selection of teachors

—

to

make a wise selection from the very few available teachers
of whom we have personal joiowledge and the score or more of

applications for every vacancy.

"

rote that there 'ere

still many applications for vacancies at that time though
the type of teachers left much to be desired, for in that

yeer the superintendent stated,

'with us in the la£ t five

years but one desirable teacher has remained in the schools
long enough to acquire more than a fraction of the force
and facility of which she was capable."

By 1918 the situation has become serious.

"It

is at the present time almost an impossibility to secure

satisfactory teachers when vacancies occur.

The larger places

offering single grade schools and higher salaries secure
the available teachers.

The prospect for another year is

not encouraging, the Normal Schools not having an enrollment that will assure the filling eg any except the most
desirabie positions.
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"The new law fixing the minimum salary of teacners
in towns of ^1,000,000 or more valuation at .3550 doe^ not in-

clude Hillsfield yet we are directly affected, for it means

we must revise our

jwryillMf till i if

we wish, to retain

satisfactory teachers, or srhen vacancies occur, secure the
grade of teachers that the town demands.

(The town

'

hieh

secures and continues the services of efficient teachers

will never be the loser, though to ti so necessitates in-

creasing the school appropriation}".
The war affected the uiilsfield teacher situation.
In the report for 1919, the superintendent states:

Last

year mention was made of the shortage of teachers.

This

year the situation is more acute and is country-wide.

In

19

the superintendent states:

"The Center

school has gro^n almost beyond the capacity of the room
and the time and energy of one teacher.

Fortunately for

us we have within our borders teachers of experience who

have assumed charge of all but one oi our schools, teachers

who.were it not for home interests, could without difficulty
secure more desirable positions.

Thus it happens that it is only the town's food

fortune in having for the majority of its teachers married

women residents who are good trachers and free to teach,
that the schools are bring efficiently managed for the most

part.

Sraithdale ha

not had the % ood fortune oi a resident

teacher and is forced to take the poorly trained teachers

which the rural teacher shor tage and the small salary af-

!

T

.Y. .Rural Surrey,

p.

78.
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fords.

The best of the teachers are high school graduates

with a little lormal training received in summer schools.
And since experience in teaching generally carries with it
a higher salary,
thein

Cwithdale has the inexperienced, giving

an initiation into the hard and thorny road of the

"school narm
of matrimony.

that wakes many of then prefer the hazards
Of the seven teachers

I

ho have taught there

in the lart eight years, six are married.

Classification, grading and consolidation.

At the same time that the difiieulties of teaching are requiring greater maturity, experience and training
in the teacher, the classification into grades nas become
so large a part of the educational system that even Normal-

trained students are at a disadvantage when confronted by
the loosely graded schools in the country.

In these rural

schools, classification into grades mean3 an unreasonably

large number of recitation periods.

The Hew York ::ural

Survey found the median to be 29 per day.
has over 30 per day.

Smithdale often

The large number mean3 little time

for each, even though the sessions are lengthened to give

more time for the recitations which
dale sciiool sessions arc from
>

9

-

12

mur.t
^

be heard.
i: o<

•.

1 - 4,

Smith-

with

a half hour out for recesses, whereas many city schools

have at leayt a half hour shorter duration each day.
so,

>:ven

the recitations are necessarily short and the question

and answer method is the rule.
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This problem of class! ficrt ion and the many

recitation periods resulting from it and from the increasing number of required subjects has elsewhere been a large

factor in promoting consolidation as a means of obtaining
teachers.
"The plan

In 1900 the superintendent said in his report,
oi*

consolidation vouid ^o far.

Teachers avoid

the ungraded school, and "ill leave it for less pay and

more work with grading.

In Killsf ield, however, total

consolidation is impracticable since tne mountain barriers
prevent effective transportation.

Partial consolidation

may some time help to solve the dif iiculties, but at present
the local prejudices of the separate villages and the in-

creased cost of transportation

ma,:e

it apparently impossible.

The classification problem was decreased for

"a

time

when tne industrial high school in the neighboring town
took some of tne older children

frora

omithdale, but this

high school, unfortunately, was soon discontinued through
legislative measures which failed to regard the needs of
this particular community.

During the last few years the

desire to continue education until graduation has declined

until the ninth grade

lias

not had to be taught here.

Though

this may have relieved the situation in one way it shows a

lowering of the school morale, a lessening of the ambition
to win an intellectual goal, which makes all the teaching

more difficult.
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Subjects of course of study.
The multiplying of the number of subiects require

by law to ba taught is no small factor in Smith&nle's educafrom the 3 3s and a little geography and

tional problem,
spelling, the list

General

ha:.'

gro n to t>o following:

aws relating to Education,

3ul.l921 t i!o.9,

p. 30.

SOB J3CTS OF STUDY.

Section 1« (As amended by Chapter 3G0, Acts of
1921*

)

Svery town shall maintain, for at least one hundred

and sixty days in each school year unless specifically exemp-

ted *f to

«?ny

one year by the department of education,

this chapter called the department,

&.

in

sufficient number of

schools for the instruction of nil children who may legally

attend a public school therein.

Such schools 3hall be taught

by teachers of competent ability and ^nod morals, and shall
give instruction and training- in orthography, reading, writing, the English language and grammar, geography, arithmetic,

drawing, the history of the United States, the duties of

citizenship, physiology and hygiene, good behaviour, indoor
and outdoor r:ames

arid

athletic exercise.

In connection with

physiology and hygiene, instruction a^ to the effects of
alcoholic dyinks and of stimulants and narcotics on the
human system, and as to tuberculosis and its prevention,
shall be given to all pupils in all schools undei* public
control, except schools maintained solely for instruction in

Superintendent 's Letter,

June 7,1923.

C.M.Fsssett, Assets of the Ideal City, p. 66

American Physical Education

.eview, Feb. 21, p.b9.
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Such other subjects as the school

particular branches.

committee considers expedient may be taught in the public
schools.

In 1923

m

m new law prescribes the teaching of

the Constitution in addition to history and civics." (1)
The

lascaehusetts requirements are but typical

of the period of sub jtet-centered education.

The Cincinnati

school survey in 1915 showed forty-three elements in the
curriculum, thirty-two of which did not find place there
in 1904.

(2

)

The process of developing the

curriculum under which
Dr.

Cb.Kugh

resent school

mithdalc suffers has been traced hy
The pedagogy

to the yettaaii psychologists.

based dn this sc^ola, tic philosophy and rationalistic
psychology," ho says, "is subject-centered.

The ionuit has

been a never-ending and ever -increasing differentiation of
subject matter with corresponding specialists or advocates

with autocratic air and method."

(3)

xhc life and

ic<ds

of P-raithdale children have been nearly overlooked in the

desire of school authorities to push

tjfcfi

pupils through the

textbooks of the subjects advocated by the educational
specialists.
In its original plan this philosophy is akin to the

industrial scheme where differentiation of processes,

specialisation and division of labor permitted the development of establishments with phenomenal output.

Intellectual

specialization and differentiation has developed science, but

human needs have for a time been apparently overlooked. Can
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one say that the human needs of Smithdale pupils are toeing

met

toy

laws that merely increase the number of textbook

subjects and the number of years of compulsory school

OUTLOOK *

attendance?

In progressive cities and towns whicn are more

responsive to the new order , education is changing gradually from a memory testing of various subtexts to a vital

training for life in an industrial age.
"learning

toy

Dewey's vision of

doing" and the development of vocational educa-

tion are e&uootional reactions to a philosophy of life vhich
sees that, as Carlyle says, man is a tool-using animal, uith
the capacity for cooperating in the divine prooesses of

creation.

A

fev.

pioneer educators have seen the grandeur

of the industrial scheme of civilization where

toy

close

cooperation and interdependence of workers (keyed up
competition) the natural

toy

products of the earth are toeing

conquered and fashioned into tools and playthings for an
increasing number of mankind.

They are adapting the educa-

tional process to this scheme of civilization, hoping

thereby to offset the dangers of the new order and develop
the bent.

But Hillsfield as yet has seen no vision for its

youth beyond the possibility of training a few of its most
ambitious to ?o on to neighboring high schools.

And in

the meantime the legal requirements, constructed by state
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authorities who are far removed from Hillsfield and Smithdale, are increasing the difficulties of the teachers vho are

carrying on this training.

The ever- increasing subjects

point to the necessity for the adaptation of the courses of
study for the rural school by the cooperation of present day

specialists who will place a child in their midst even as

did the Great Teacher.

Though, at present, Smithdale feels

only the deadening effect of imposed legislation, the
advance in the age for compulsory attendance, which is a

hitter hardship and doubtful benefit to raany muscular,

freedom-loving boyy now, shows at least a greater sense of
public responsibility for the welfare of youth.

The law

for the mentally retarded, to be discussed later, whose

adaptations to rural schools appear so undesirable, shows a
desire to take special care of the handicapped, and the

physical training lav

-

hieh is an added burden to rural

teachers shows that educators believe that their duty is to

train the whole child*

Having seen the gulf between the ideal and the
real in the difference between the theory for the physical

education of New York rural school children and the actual

working out of the law while
some rural communities there,

was a physical director in

I
I

sought to investigate the

whole difficult situation from the standpoint of the school
teacher and, therefore, after a year's training at llassachusetts Agricultural College, undertook to teach Smithdale
school.

General "aws relating to Education,
Commonwealth of Massachusetts "Bulletin of
the Department of Education, No. Boston,
Mass., 1921, p. 30.

General Syllabus for Physical Training,
1917. p. 9.
Albany, N.Y.
,

General Syllabus for Physical Training,
Albany, N.Y.
1917, p. 13.
,
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CHAPTER III
THS RELATION OF :?EYSICA:. EDUCATION TO SMITHDA'S SCHOOL

PHYSICAL TRAINING

LA-/S:

.

Massachusetts.

The addition of "indoor and outdoor games and
CDathletic exercises - to the list of required subjects for

public schools

t

sometimes known as the seven word physical

training law, was in 1921, the

"assachusetts version of

compulsory physical training for elementary schools.

passing this law .lassachusetts

war,

In

somewhat tardily follow-

ing in the footsteps of other states, progressive in education, who were stimulated to action by the draft disclosures
of unnecessary physical unfitness of many youthful citizens.

New York State: First General Physical Training Law.
New York had led the way with its "most comprehensive program of health education and physical training for

school children ever authorized by the government of any
(2)

state or country" .which went into effect late in 1916. Phy-

sical training as provided by the New York bill

war:,

to be

"construed as covering 1) individual health examination and

personal health instruction (medical inspection)

,

g

)

instruc-

tion concerning the care of the body and concerning the im-

portant facts of hygiene (recitations in hygiene), and 3)

physical exercise as a health habit, including gymnastics,
elementary marching, and organized, supervised play, re(3)

creation and athletics."

General Laws relating to Education, Boston, Mass,
19 £1.
pp. 43 % 44 and p. 30.

Paul ..uiiroG: Uyclopectia of .duc^tion, Vo.5.
"Temperance Instruction," p. 557.
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Health Provisions Already in Operation in Massachusetts:

Hygiene instruction.

Massachusetts already had the first two of the
(1)

above three provisions.

In fact,

state lav;s recognising

public responsibility for the health of school pupils
(2)

originated in Ilassachusetts. The first organized effort

directed toward pupils' physical welfare was instruction
in hygiene.

The movement of the -Oman's Christian Temper-

ance Union resulted in the passage in Alassachusetts, in
1855, of the first law requiring this teaching of hygiene.

Though possibly unscientific in the light of present medical knowledge, laying great stress upon the injury to the

developing human body from alcohol and tobaoco, this law
overthrew the superstition that physical ills were due to

an all wise Providence working in devious ways for our
spiritual welfare, and started the philosophy of personal
and civic responsibility for health through education and

legislation.

Medical inspection.
The law authorizing medical inspection followed

in 1894, a direct outgrowth of the congestion of city life.

Control of contagious diseases instigated by serious epi,

demics among school children, was sought first in Boston

by this means.

The movement for medical inspection spread

rapidly, but probably the first school money spent for

Paul Monroe: Cjrclopedir of Sftt*&tl0n t Vol.4.
"Medican Inspection.' Vol.5, p. 184.
1
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health, aside from the providing of text-books on hygiene,

was spent in Boston about 1895 for medical examinations

safeguarding school children against contagious disease*
But Massachusetts had no physical training law until 1920

when the "seven word physical training law" was passed.

DEFINITION OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION

.

The terras, physical education and physical

training, are often used inter change ably, and sometimes

health education is also made synonymous,

I

like to make

the following distinction: physical training includes the

muscular activities taught to the pupil which tend to produce organic vigor and correct and skillful use of the

muscles and senses, such as gymnastics, corrective exercises,
games, plays, athletics; health education includes the

study and practice by the pupil of subjects the knowledge
of which tends to increase health, such as physiology,

hygiene, health habits, sanitation, food values; and phy-

sical education includes both the preceding subdivisions
and, also, improvements in the pupil's environment, and the

work of auxiliary agencies

v/hose object is the

pupil s
1

increased health, such as sanitary regulations and enforcement, schools that are more hygienically constructed and

adapted to the pupil's health, medical insj.ee tion, school
nursing and various clinics.
as

I

conceive it, the

tx

Tor physical education is,

fining of a human being to maintain
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or to gain health

best advantage.

by using his physical abilities to the
Its essentials are scientific knowledge

and control of the human mechanism in ft* constant strug-

gle to adapt itself to its environment, the learning of
the laws of personal

antf

social adaptation and the formation

of habits, which become a permanent asset for health.

The

purpose of physical education is to preserve normal physical
vigor under the artificial conditions produced by congestion
of population and modern civilisation, to prevent disease,
to increase vitality and to promote civic fitness through

health and trained muscles.
Contribution of Physical Education to Fconomics, Social
Qonditions and Education,
The contribution of physical education to economic

forces is the physical adaptation of workers to their special
job, which, by cultivating inherent skill and by relieving

vocational strain helps to give joy in craftsmanship,
is in itself an insurance against poverty.

health

The contributions

of physical education to social forces are the stimulation of

socially advantageous self-expression, rood sportsmanship in
competition, ability to cooperate in action and, through

pageantry and the physical arts, an appreciation of beauty.
The significance of physical education as a part of the

school curriculum lies in its emphasis of the shift in res-

ponsibility from the home to the school and of the tendency

Bulletin on ModelTQ Health Crusade of national
IMiberculosis Association, 370 Seventh Av«.,
Now York, and :Ias3achus0tts Tuberculosis
League, 1150 Little Building, T>03ton.

American Child Health Association, 370 Seventh
Ave Son York,
,

£38

of modern education to center attention upon the physical

welfare of the child instead of upon the subjects of thi
course of study.

HEALTH EDUCATION IE fggBtj AND

HILLSFL&LI) .

Ii:

The development of physical education from the

passage, in 1895, of the first health education law .has

been remarkable.

From the dry-ns-dust physiology text-

books of that day, health education has become increasingly effective through concrete and stimulating methods, such
as the goals of achievement of the Modern

iealth Crusaders
(1)

of the national Tuberculosis Association

and the weight-

height standards of the followers of Cho Gho, the health
|ft|

clown of the American Child Health Association.

This

improvement in method has, as yet, barely touched ^mithdale.
The text-books of physiology are anatomical, and the Modern

Health Crusade, though attempted by the teacher preceding
me, was unsuccessful since the cooperation oi parents was

not secured and results were not checked.

Some of Cho Cho's

interesting literature found its way to the Plain school,
and the Polish children, who form the majority of pupils,

followed his advice and began and continued to drink milk

which they had bofo
bVOEZ OF

AUXgUjg

;

e

scorned.

HEALTH A&EKC1ES IN GEIEERAL AND

3oard of

H<

II?

HILLSFIEld

alth.

The work of auxiliary agencies

lias

grown.

There

is now a tendency for the Board oi health and the Board of

.

)

Course in Physical Education for the Ooramon
Schools of Dentondoy,
Hural School Education,
1920.

American Physical Education

-teviev;,

June, 19 £1.

p. 271-2.

General

hmm

1921, p. 43.

relating to

,duoat ion, Boston, Jlass.
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Education to unite in the making; and enforcing of

la> s

(1)

affecting the health of pupils.

In Kentucky and North

(2)

Carolina this cooperation has sho *n its effectiveness.
T

Bit the lack of effective enforcement is apparent in

Smithdale from the report of the school nurse in 1923 that
there was no drinking- water in the schools % because the water
hed to be brought from across the valley, and the toilets were
filthy and unscreened fron flies*
ledical Inspection and School Cursing.
The medical inspection, from its inception as a

preventive against contagious disease, has assumed an
interest in the whole physical condition of the pupil.

]ye

and ear tests were the next step after inspection for contagious diseases.

These are made by the teacher in Smith-

dale, sometimes with the help of the county public health

nur3e.

The present medical examination aims to discover

physical defects which hinder the school progress of the
pupil*

In ^illsfield the salary of the medical inspector

has increased from £20 in 1912 to £50 in 1922 and the

parents are notified of the defects found.

The year foils)

lowing my residence in Smithdale the school aurse law went
into effect and the new nurse assisted the doctor in making

examinations, made individual records for the pupils, followed
*

Supt. T s letter, June 7,1923, in
"A school
serves
the four
obligatory.
this
Onion
s;ie
is
now
In
nurse
towns; we are fortunate to have secured one under the direction of the lied Cross, who is competent and a worker. She
does so much "follow-up work" in the homes that already
she has become a valuable factor in health conditions. The
three smaller towns have two days a month and the larger
town three days*
In addition to her school work she carries
on jed Cross activities."

General Laws relating to Education.
Boston, liass. ,1921. p. 41.
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up the defects found by visits to parents, and stimulated
the children to save money and the parents to promise

their presence for a dental clinic, which she found she
could secure at five hours of dentist's work for ^15. The

school nurse states

tijat

more needs to be done than can

be accomplished in the two days a month of her work in

lillsfield.

(See Appendix Rs School Curse's Report.)

Law for the Mentally Retarded.
(1)

This law is a further development of the laws
for ascertaining the physical condition of the pupils. As

yet this law has not been applied in Hillsfield.

as plan-

ned to be carried out in 19£1 the provisions appeared so
lacking in understanding of the rural situation that the
superintendent was heartily pleased when it was not requireti,

through the reduction of the number to be tested

to less than the legal number.

The law illustrates the man-

ner in which a well-meaning state board of education, lacking
in the knowledge of rural conditions and human hearts, fails
to better the rural situation by its city-devised improve-

ments.

It provides a clinic for

psychological testing of

those children assumed to be defective in mentality if there

are ten or more such cases in a town.

In a city the ab-

normal children, who are both the super- intelligent and the
moron, can be differentiated from the majority, whose more

regular pace they disturb, without detrimental comment. The
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"opportunity clasros" thus formed give scope for the varying
needs of the individual child.
the children who are found to

hind

tite

In the country, however,
"be

three grades or more be-

grade where the average child is at a certain age,

in other words, three years retarded, are to be taken to a

strange place and subjected to a strange ordeal by strargers,
a so-called mental diagnosis.

low is

it

possible to do

this without branding these children as abnormal, "defectives"
thus lowering their own self-respect and decreasing their

chance to become socially useful citizens?

Are our modern

psychological tests so sure that their results under such
conditions would be just?

"Jould it not be

better to use the

constructive program of psychology which appeals to the pride
and ambition to succeed in each pupil and put into practice

Paul's wisdom:

"All members have not the same office,

having then gifts differing according to the grace that is
given to us," and to include others, the brighter pupils

who are well liked by their school-mates, with the mentally

retarded when making this

psychological examination.

Though there were ten cases of retardation on the five
school registers of the town of

illsfieid the year

I

taught, five of whom were in the Smithdale school, the

withdrawal of one by the achievement of a working certificate
made it unnecessary, as has been stated, to hold this clinic.
Our able superintendent managed, moreover,

to secure funds.

,

6£

prompted by the mental clinic law, with which she supplied all the teachers with many interesting materials
for hand work, stimulating thus the minds of all to

greater activity.
The Cental Clinic and Retardation in

r

illsfield.

The mental clinic doer not seem to teachers

and the superintendent in iillsfield to be the best way
to attack the problem of retardation.

In the first

place, navlng found some of the pupils to be of inferior-

intelligence, the segregating of them in a special class
is almost impossible because of the cost of transporta-

tion over the hills.

Furthermore, the causes of retarda-

tion are often lack of attendance at school through recent

migrations „and mental indif f e\ nee due to the system of
r

textbook instruction and to the compulsory attendance of
adolescent boys who wish to be free from the restraint of
school tasks which do not seem of value to the^.
*

Supt's report,

Retardation.

±y±^.

Qf the 19 nQt promo ted 5 entered late, 1 was
mentally deficient, 3 absent from illness, 12 lacked
natural ability or were indifferent.
In some cap.es the
indifference was due to absence with its consequent loss
of interest.
Opinion of Supt. Total number retarded in 1923.
6

4
3

years retarded
"

"

»

»

---------1

3
- -

9

Causes: ?wo t defective vision; one, very deaf; at least tv.o,
out of school through illness, several the offspring of
intermarriage of parents of low mentality; mo^t of the
rest, indiffe: ent.

V/.B. Ittner
"School Architecture iron n Health
Viewpoint", in The Nation's Health, June 15,
1922.
p. 375.
i

Town Report,

192;:.

p.

25.
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ADAPTATION 0? SMIKOlllEirr TO PUPILS

1

(EAVTH

.

The improved type of school houses and school

administration is a result of physical education agitation,
bat in this phase of physical education Hillsfield has proW.B.Ittntr, specialist in school archi-

gressed little.

tecture, gives as follows the list oi aggressive measures
to safeguard and promote the health of children

ported in progressive cities:

1)

now sup-

Studies in lighting,

heating, ventilation, sanitation and safety.

S)

wholesome,

sunny, cheerful environment for work, study, and play.
3)

school operating schedules devised bo pupils may move

about occasionally, and movable equipment, freeing children

from rigid school atmosphere.
life, 11 ice real living.

activities.

6)

5)

4)

school life a balanced

daily play-ground and gymnasium

periodic physical examinations, -special

examinations and corrective measures that "children today

may go to school to get well" and

7)

preventive measures

for checking the spread of contagion and exterminating the

sources of health dangers.

le

concludes, "Health has be-

ll)

come an educational objective.

This health objective is

a dynamic state not a static one and is the condition

which vitalizes the pupil in every aspect of his school
life.

It is probable that adolescent boys in such an

environment would be less indifferent to school.

In con-

trast to this condition the superintendent of lillsiield
(2)

in her report of 19&ii states the building needs of

field as follows:

i.ills-

"The Center and Plain buildings neither
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comfortably nor healthfully accomodate our pupils.

ith

the present enrollment it has "been necessary to place the

seats close to the walls, and the aisles are narrow. Unless other provision is made, these two buildings should
bo enlarged and improved.

The Center and Plain schools have no vacant
seats, the former at the present time enrolling 4£ pupils.
IJo

teacher, however efficient, can properly cover the work

with so many pupils of one grade; how much more difficult
the task when the school is multigraded and the conditions
not conducive to comfort or good discipline."

PHYSICAL TKAII7IWG
In progrensive cities physical training has derelieve mental strain and the cramped muscles of the school room
veloped from the formal gymnastics designed to.a rich pro-

gram including folk dances, aesthetic dmeing, and pageants,
gymnastics, apparatus work, individual corrective exercises,

games and athletics.

.Vithin the definition of the terra

physical training, as given by Salzraann and Dewey, manual
training, gardening* and practical arts may be included.
*

In regard to the including of gardening, Calsmann in
1800 placed it among gymnastic exercises C.G. Salzman,
Gymnastics lor Youth, p.43£) and wrote, "I would strongly
recommend gardening as well adapted to children. Every
boy should employ part of his time in this pleasing occupa!ere
tion which has a valuable tendency to expand the mind.
plans are formed and a piece of waste ground is gradually
dag; up, enclosed, planted, watered and kept in order, by
the exercise of Juvenile powers.
The important ideas of
the production of something by our ov-n exertion, the value
of manual labor and articles of food are instilled into
the mind; and the disappointment of pleasing hopes compensated by fresh exertions, keeps the mind in activity and
teaches it to think lightly of t ic failure of its expecta(
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tions." Salzmann also includes "manual labors'' under
gymnastic exercise, especially mentioning "carpentering,
book-binding and basket-making". The relation between
manual arts and health is indeed so close that in Dewey's
scheme of education outlined in his 'School & Society",
Chapter 3, physical education would not require a gymnasium
because there v ould be physical exercise in the shop, the
textile room, the kitchen, dining room, garden, park, and
country which are the work shops of his school. And this
exercise of physical abilities upon the materials of present
living v.ould, he believes, not only develop health but art
and beauty.
He says that the art of the lienaissance was
great because it grew otlt of the manual arts found in everyday life.
In my discussion of physical education in its

relation to the rural school
I

I

shall include

theia,

although

realize that in the United states they are seldom construed

as pnrt oi physical training, since they

;

ere developed

Recreation, not only in the

separately as school subjects.

form of games, but also in its larger aspect of community

gatherings originating at the school,

I

shall also include

in my discission of physical education in Smithdale.

creation

*

He-

has long been a part of many physical education

programs.

*In 1919 the .Massachusetts law authorizing any city or town
to acquire or use land or buildings for the purposes of a
public playground or recreation center 'and to conduct and
promote recreation, play, sport and physical education'
was passed and included in the Educational legislation
enacted in 1919.
(pp. Ski I 88*
1

)

Benefits ox Physical

due tion in General.

The ideal program of physical training would give
a coordination oi senses and muscular action which woule lit

the youth to he skilful in this day oi swiftness and of
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engines, and also a social consideration that would help to

make modern congested living loss dangorous.

Many cities

have gone far toward developing an ideal program.

The

Massachusetts state law of 1921 was a step toward making
universal sone of the advantages already known.

There is

no doubt that the benefits of physical education; the

finer physical control, the health consciousness and know-

ledge whereby health is gained and maintained, the training
in social laws through games, the enrichment of life of

folk dances, and the stimulation to creative self-expression
of manual arts a"d pageantry, aro the birthright of rural

children as well as city children, were it possible to give
them anything but a travesty of the activities

hich can

produce these benefits.
Obstacles to

:":ural

Physical Training.

Opposition in .Massachusetts.
But in applying the physical training program
to rural districts not only are there intrinsic difficul-

ties in the educational system but there

opposition to overcome.

lias

been much

Even this "seven word physical

training law", meagre as it is, was barely pasoed.

It is the

re?ult of several years sharp combat between the educators

and health workers, and the conservative elements in
chusetts.

Massa-

Those who through thoir interest in private

education opposed the Increase of the tax burden for public

Garwood: Physical Training in Rural Schools,
"Hind and 3ody", Liay 1921, p. 556.
.,.1.
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education, and those who feared a centralization oi pover

in the handr- of the state school officers fought the measure
bitterly.

Opposition in

:K

"or'r Ot'ite.

Opposition to compulsory physical education is by
no means limited to Massachusettsin one of my

tv;o

It

was the opposition

room rural schools which

when physical director in

I

encountered

York that made me undertake

!*ew

an intensive study of physical education in rural districts.
The New York state program was built under the influence of
war prepardness and was an excellent one from that point of

view.

Under the patriotic stimulus aroused by war and the

shock of the draft disclosures of our physical unfitness,
the Physical Training bill was carried and put into operation,

After the Armistice, however, when the need for nan povser
was less apparent, the value ox the program was challenged

both by the rural pupils and the taxpayers, more especially
since the special adaptations of the program to rural

schools made by

LIT.

Daniel Cha

tate Superintendent of

Physical SiXW tion, had hardly been worked out.

The re-

action against the central authority, whlGfe had, as one
superintendent expressed it,
down

trie

'thrust this physical training

throats of the people" 1) caused

tiie

taxpayers

through their legislative representatives to stop the 3r.ecial

Daniel Chase: Physical Education in New York Rur
Schools,

"Nation's Health," April.1922, p. 245.
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appropriation

•

hich provided for effective administration

through state supervisorsd

)

and to discontinue certain

mandatory features of the law.
Benefits ox

.air a 1

physical Training in

jfegjj

York State

The compulsory war program had, however,

"sold the

idea" to many communities and the benefits accruing were
One district superintendent outlined in 1921

distinct.

"some of the things physical training had brought to the

rural boys and girls" in his district an follows: 1) Practical and vit lized physiology. "These health rules have

become health habits, for they are observed over the long
vacations.

'

2)

"The boys and girls are taught to play,

through play team work.

The home life of no many of our

Loys and girls in rural sections is not conducive to selfexpression."

"There are too many choreB to do.

"Physical

training is bringing a new and happier meaning to life

through the spirit of play."

3)

"The hourly tro-minute

setting up drill sends the blood supply away from the brain
the boys and girls tell me they can return to their lessons

better after such breaks in their routine.

breathing expands the lungs.

—

The deep

Correct posture is developed.

These drills frequently suffice to correct canes of round

shoulders often found among rural children from carrying too

heavy loads.
dances

—

Always the room is aired."

4) The folk

teach the children grace and rhythm that has been

Physical Training in Rural Schools,
"Mind and Body," Kay, 1921, pp. 557-8.
."I.Garwood:
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lacking, and the lack of which has branded rural children
as

'

!

01od-hoppers

5)

.

"In the field days there is a splen-

did spirit of rivalry, and more benefits than you can count

come from letting all the boys and girls meet and mix and
ft)

got acquainted."

My experience in the rural union free

school showed not only these advantages but also the grent

benefit of the interest of the mothers in the physical wel
fare of their children in the school environment.

Sanitary

improvements were made and a warm school lunch was supported
as a result of the health campaign initiated through the

cooperation of the Junior Red Gross and the physical training
department.

The health interest was a vitnl one to the

whole school where better health

war,

recognized as a need

and the school administration allowed the physical training

program to meet that need,
SUBVEY OF OPPOSITION TO CQHPULSOHY PHYSICAL EDUCATION IN
HUilAL DIPTHICTS ITT THE UWITFD STATES .
The survey made in 1920-21 (See Appendix H: 1,2 & 3)
of certain features of the state administration of the com-

pulsory education laws showed that opposition to the law was
greater where the bill had been passed by the influence of
educators before the need and significance of physical education had been understood by the taxpayers.

The opposition

was greatest wnere no special adaptation to the rural need was

provided and no demonstrations of the benefits were mnde.
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Even the generous allowance to the local district of half
the coat to be borne by the state, as in the case of Hew
York, did not offset the opiiosition which was aroused by

the autocratic manner in which the administration of the

law wan first handled.

3ut where the improvement in health

of the school children was clearly sought and demonstrated,
as in those states providing a schoolnurse, carrying on

health clubs whose work became part of the home life of the
children, holding nutrition clinics and school lunches,

physical training exhibitions, athletic raoets and ability
tests, opposition tended to wear away gradually.

Through

such demonstrations the rural patrons begin to see the

reason for the extension of physical education to rural
schools and to understand the purpose of the work,

3T5E3)

OF THE

gjgm

OiiILP gOg

ggYS|GA£ 5PTJ0ATI0N .

Investigation of Joint Committee on Health Problems.
Indeed, the rural child is, in general, in greater

need of physical education in its broadest sense now than
the city child.

The investigations of the U.S. Public

lealth

Service, of the rockefeller foundation, and of the Joint

Committee on Health Problems of the National Education As-

sociation and the American .iedical Associr tion, agree that
the health of rural cniidren, as indicated by certain physical

defects,

is not as good as thrt of city children,

in spite

of the fresh air of the country in contrast to the slums of

Dr. Thomas D.Wood, Health v/ork in the Schools.
"The Journal of the National Education Assoola
tion", :*ay 192£, p. 177.

Economics in ;oral Schools, Bureau of
Education, Wanhington, D.C.
"Home Economics
Circular, :Io.l3, p. 1.

Eoine

Dr. Thomas D.^ood, Health Essentials for I^iral
School Children, p. 3.
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the city.

The abundant air and sunshine of the country

fem

led people to believe that conditions *err better tfcwre t"*in

in the city, but

writes,

''The

SVtfftwti*

T

oint "onr.itte*.

natural, healthful enviroment of

is not utilised*

arid

t feM

country

The farmer's hone in. ae a rule, innnnl-

tary In nany respects.
-ountry wnter

chairman of t*e

It Is often terribly unver t ilia ted.

food are often losw wholesome than watrr
(1)

and food in the oity.

Rural Sanitation.
This is true largely been use as th* 3«3«8urenu
of ^dooation's oirouiar on

o

•<•

oonoriios for ;ural lohoole

eta tea "xamiolpal authorities provide adequate and aatlsfao-

tory imter supplies, arrange for the disposal of household
waste, and by the enforg— ant of various or inane os protect

the urban dweller
or

ce-r closeness,*'

frori

possible results of his own ignorant*

whereas, "the oooupants of the rural hotue-

steed determine their

wm

envi ronraent and oontrol the
fa]

healthfulneso of their surroundings*

livelihood in taw country

necessary to

as the gaining of n

becoiie noro difficult, the time

reserve sanitary conditions has been harder

to find, and too often the country has polluted writer,

p.-.r-

bage and nannre piles breeding d loon so-carrying flies, and

unsanitary conditions of buildings which woulo not be tolerated in the city.

These unhygienic and insanitary conditions

Dr« wood considers the chief reason why

'country children
(3)

are on an average lose healthy than the children of

citi<:

(So© Appendix T: Ooaporison of physical Defects in City and

Dr. Wood. Journal of National Hduc£.tion Associa
tion, May 1922, p. 177.

Letter of '.'arch 6,1923 from Dr. George r. Vincent,
Pres. of Rockefeller Foundation.

American Physical Educ tion Review, June 1921,
p. 271.
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and Country Children^ though he mentions the "artificial
,

selection, during the past >ialf century especially", which
"has drawn much of the bent human stock from the country
(1)

to the cities.

Estimate of President of rockefeller Foundation.
Dr» Tincent, President of the rockefeller Foundation,

in stating the disadvantages of the country from a

health standpoint, asserts "1) Ihat in reuuetion of death
rate the city has made relatively a great gain over the
country.

That with respect to certain defects, examina-

2)

tions of rural school cnildren showed disadvantageously in

U)
comparison with city children."
Dr.

Taliaferro Clark of the Jnited States Public

Health Service in a comparative study of physical defects
in rural and city children in a number of states (See

Appendix

T:

Comparison of

Country Children.

)

i-'hysical jvefects in

city and

concludes tnat the reason for the greater

number of def cts i'ound in

tr^e

country is because "there

has been no attempt to cure these defects, vhile in the city
(3)

there has, in some Instances."

His investigations baned

on the rejections of the 1st and 3rd draft show, however

suit "in favor of the rural registrant

,

,

a r

though he states

that the physical defects among rural scuool children which

are in bo many cases more numerous than aiaong city children

.

American Physical Ediication Review, November
1919, pp.441 ft 442,

The American Child, Bulletin of the National
Child Labor Goramittee, Jsn.l923« p. 5.

Dr.Iouirs

Journal.

Hapeer,
American School Board
Feb .1920. p. 35.
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"are potentially of more serious conseruence than similar

defects among children in the cities, due to the limited

medical facilities of most rural districts and in part to
the bad school environment of the average rural school child,

which tend to aggravate the physical defects from which so

many of them are suffering on entering school."

(1)

The National Ohild Labor Committee believe that it
is exploitation of children in agriculture, where "no attention
is paid to the posturaldef ormities brought on by the exces-

sive use

:f

certain muscles"; and "there fs no time lor free

play" that "explains the startling fact that country youth,

blessed with fresh air and plenty of food and exercise, are
proved by actual tests to be far inferior physically to youth
coming from city slums."

m

Dr. Louis Rapeer.head of the National Research

bureau, summarizes the result of investigations into rural

health as compared with city health as follows:

1)

lealth

conditions in general are about as bad or worse in the

country as in the city, 2) though the rural death rate is
lower in general, it is higher for certain diseases, 3) there
is great similarity between country and city in health

statistics, but 4) the administrative health agencies are far

behind in the country, making the problem a serious one.
He concludes, "Human lives and hopes depend on providing de(3)

sirable health oonGitions

111

t'ie

country.

If unfavorable
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health conditions are added to the disadvantages of rural
life 01 lov financial reward, poor social conditions and
;

poor schools, agriculture is a "hazardous occupation"]
The report for health defects in 3mithdale wade

by the school nurse in 18£3

is:

out of a total of 27

pupils, 21 had defective teeth; 6, defective tonsils; 4,
7 ^erc more tiinn 7> underweight
Lledical Service in Hillsfield.
hn difficulty of securing a doctor when needed

defective vision; and

in ^mithdale is very great.

The poor telephone service

combines v.ith the hilly roads to

maice the

distances

soerj

far that the doctors must cone from the nearest large towns,

seven and twelve miles away,

The high rate of infant mor-

tality may be partly due to this condition.
I:

Vital Statistics.

)

(See Appendix

It is certain that the mind3 of

expectant mothers are often much upset by the uncertainty
of medical attention, and a sorrowing widow believes that

her husband would still be alive if they could have gotten
the doctor.

MEDICAL SrJRVICB

.

It is indeed time that medical attention in general

were given to the problem of rural health, for the effect of

scientific and progressive thought of the leading medical

organizations in recent years has not worked to the advantage
of the country, although it may have vastly improved health

conditions in cities and towns.

'Slhe

raising of the standards

of the Medical profession, though it has saved the United

They Survey, August 15,1922, p. 625.

survey Oraphio,

.Iny

27.19&L, p. 321.
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States from the practices of ignorant and charlatan
doctors, has so increased the cost of medical instruction

that there are fewer doctors to care for the people in tie
country.

There has "been likewise a change in the type of

instruction to hospital cases and specialists.

The rural

family doctor of the past generation has become a resident
of a town where he can have the advantages of the town's

Wide stretches of rural lands arc thus left out

hospital*

of reach of medical aid though tho special work that has
"been ftone for rural

health has been rewarded with signifi-

cant success in some instances.

The reduction of hookworm

infection from 62/ of the school children in one county in

Virginia to

2.2.'

in 11 years by the Rockefeller Sanitary

Commission is one of the victories in that war against
disease which, more truly than war between peoples, develops
the many virtues of courage, endurance and self-sacrifice.

The latest development in Smithdale has been for a town

doctor to hold office hours once a week in one of the homes.

T3n;

sciooL A3

a:i

agent

i;..:

.:,alth

J^Rmi: m.
:

In the city, the schools have been an advantageous

place to work for better health, but the rural school in

general is at present a weak rod to lean upon.
in the surphey Graphic writes

W«M*Lewis

in every other aspect of rural

life the improvement is greater than in the school-house and

m

the school life".

Yet" the needs of the rural children

ilodern Equipment for One-Teacher Schools.
Bureau of Education, Washington, D*C.

Rural School Leaflets,

Same as above.

ITo.3,

April 192£,p.l.
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demand liberal equipment

and special training in their

(1)

"In a rural school", explains the bulletin

teachers."

on Modern iuuipment for One-Teacher Schools of the U.S.

Bureau of education, "one person is expected to do the

work which in a graded school is performed by a janitor,
a principal,

eight grade toachers, often one or more

supervisors of special subjects, and a nurse*

The one-

teacher school with fewer children has all of the problems
found in the larger school. Teachers in such schools, therefore, actually need more equipment than does the gradea-school
(2)

teacher."

Not only do the rural schools rarely have the

equipment by wnich the subjects taught can be made to have

meaning in the pupils' lives, but the teachers, as has been
noted, are rarely trained to an ability to use such material.

There are many difficulties to an adequate physical education

program in the rural school.
Inadequacy of Method of health Instruction.

Health instruction from

usual text-book is one
rural
of the mo^t futile of memory- to g ting processes, yet the teachtiie

er because of the large number of recitations per day lias

to rely upon text-books.

The formation of jooti habits in

health and in sanitation requires devicos and incentives
for

feba

ordinary child, which cost money and take the teach-

er's time and thought.

The overcoming of physical deficien-

cies requires follow-up work as well as the discovery of
defects, and this takes the ability of a school nurse working

David Snedden: Address to American Physical
Education Association, New York, April, 1920.
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in cooperation with the parents, which fortunately has been
in Hillsfield.
recently added. Postural defects are a result of environ-

ment and the psychological attitudes -.hich strengthen the
The boy who is forced to pass time at a

postural muscles.

school desk studying text-books has hardly the psychological urge for good posture.

The county agent who inspires

the boy with ambition and hope affects his posture more

than does

a

superficial setting-up drill.

Lack of Cooperation of Kural School Patrons.
A physical education program to be successful,
as shown by the Survey of Opposition to Physical Education
(See pt) 69-70
in Rural Districts, needs to have its health motive recog.

nized by those who influence the children's attitude toward
the work.

lany rural schools would still be unable to

accomplish the purpose of the state law* for the promotion
of health, rren if the school administration permitted the

laws to act in

a

beneficial manner because of the lack of
,

cooperation of the rural school matrons.

There is no doubt

that the rural community needs leaders to show them how to

adapt the state laws to their actual needs.

It is the

deepest regret of the superintendent that she cannot at
the normal schools interest prospective teachers in rural

positions. "The untrained girl3", she writes,
the way, yet she must employ them."

"cannot lead
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Lack of Adaptation of School in
Equipment, Grounds and Attitude.
The whole social background of the district

school is unadapted to so vital and extensive a subject as

physical education.

The district school at its inception

was not expected to give more than the three r's and a
little geography and history, and only equipped itself for
this work.

It did not plan to provide physical training,-

and often, as is the case in Smithdale, has barely enough

grounds for its buildings to stand upon.

The farm and the

home under a benign economic order appear to have given
ample exercise, yet not too much, to the large muscles of

growing boys and >>irls,and imparted that self respect

which is the key-note of good posture.
in

ftew

In the olden days

England there were games, also, that were handed

down from the preceding generations: "Tag;

1

"I

Spy"and others,

and there was the thrill of coasting down hill, throwing
snowballs, Bleating and swimming in the mill pond.

Children

find health and joy in exercise when it frees them from the

strain of the adult world.

Probably most New Sngland country

children used to find wholesome recreation in spite of
chores and Puritanical parents at the time when living in

rural districts was not at such a disadvantage as it is now.
These children grown to be parents see little reason for the

school to provide "games".

Therefore, with inadequate
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i

/

method^ of instruction; with recreation as a motive, or
"games" which are interpreted as recreation by adults and

misunderstood; and an environment -which does not permit

play to

"be

carried on without trespassing upon adjoining

property, rural physical training meets real difficulties.

QCSiSIT DIFFICULTIES IN CCL!PULS03Y PHYSICAL
TRADTIflG FOR SURAL CHILP-EUt Compulsion

,

Another difficulty which is inherent in any
standardized system of physical education for school children
is that the child who is repeating the experience of the

race, as G. Stanley iall states in his book, "Youth", (Chapter 6) is naturally and physically in the stage of the

savage, and dislikes any acherae of life ivhich savors of too

many of the restrictions of present civilization.

He will

grow to society's demands if led to a realization of their

necessity by confronting' inevitable situations, but coercion,
especially for the adolescent, only arouses antagonism. It

may even deaden the originality and vision which when grown
to manhood can cut througn the dead wood of custom and bring
a fairer view to the constantly changing modern world.

The

freedom which the rural children breathe in with the very
air, makes this difficulty greater, especially in a village

with Sciithdaie's traditions.
Organization of Pupils.
In the country the standardization of education

cannot reach the efficiency of the city because of the fewer

.ureau of education, Washington, D.O.
Library Leaflet, lo.7>. 1919,
List of references on rlay and Playgrounds.
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number of children to be organized.

The attempt to apply

to the rural school the same methods; of organization that

obtain in the city brings about an anomalous situation.
In the one room school the whole organization differs wide-

ly from the city, town or consolidation school conditions.
The only points of similarity are the human nature of the

child and the subject matter of the curriculum and even
these are somewhat modified,

icoting these points of similar-

ity some states have only tried to train their teachers in
a general physical education course, leaving the adaptations

necessary for rural schools to their ingenuity.

I'his is

an

excellent plan so far as it goes, but it hardly takes into

consideration the following serious difficulties of adaptation:

Though the number of children in a one-room varies

greatly and in some cases reaches forty or more, there are
rarely enough children of an age having like play interests
to make the games as spontaneously interesting as in village
or city schools.

In foot, there are comparatively few games

that are adapted to the differing physical and emotional

abilities of the children of rural schools who vary in age
from five to fifteen or sixteen.

There are only a few

hand-books of games for rural schools from which the teacher
(1)

may select games adapted to her situation, if she has vitality
enough left from the routine of the school work to teach
them.

Furthermore, the principles of progression in diffi-

culty of gymnastic exercises, accompanying the child s
1
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physical growth, can hardly be used in e class where so many

Folk dances

ages are represented.

anil

mimetic plays that

would appeal to certain of the pupils are scorned by others
v/ho

prejudice the whole school
Trie

"by

their attitude.

Educational Program*

The program of the rural school based on the

system of classification and grading leaves little time
for physical training.

The educational background into

which "indoor and outdoor games and athletic exercises''
was to be introduced in Smithdale was as follows: twentyfour children, ranging in age from five to fifteen or-

ganized into seven grades, are to be put through a program
"based on the requirements of city schools.

The older

children are expected to sit ouietly and study out of

books from nine to twelve in the morning and from one to
four in the afternoon save for a fifteen minutes recess at

10:30 and again at 2:30; five and a half hours at their
desks, only to be shortened in case of illness or emergency,

since the teacher in less time than the five and a half

hours cannot "hear" all the many recitations.

The younger

children, grades 2 and 3, are allowed to go home an half

an hour earlier each session, making for them four and a
half hours at their desks, and the first graders stay until
recess, or three hours a day.

General Laws relating to Education, Boston, Mass.
1921,

T

'o.

9, p. 30.
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The Curriculum.
Into sucli a school, already struggling to find

time for the many recitations of the many grades, cones
the command to the teacher to teach 'indoor and outdoor

games and athletic exercises 1 , in addition

to

'instruction

and training in orthography, reading, writing, the English
language and grammar, geography, arithmetic, drawing, the

history of the United 3tates, the duties of citizenship and
the Constitution of the United States, physiology and

hygiene! and 'good "behavior' and

T

in connection with phy-

siology and hygiene, instruction as to the effects of
alcoholic drinks and of stimulants and narcotics on the

human 3ystem, and as to tube* Gliosis and its prevention

1

and 'such other subjects as the school committee considers
(1)

expedient' which is, in Smithdale's case, music.

9KXSUTimS

MADE

Off

RURAL PHYSICAL Ti'JlINOG.

In a one-room school such as this the curriculum

can be graded and organized, subject-divided, in accordance

with city methods if a coercive; discipline is maintained and
the teacher is very clever.

In one school

I

observed

thirty- three children in eight grades were being successfully

taught all the subjects in the state syllabus; in another
there were forty-two being put through, some of whom were

being prepared for high school.

Such teachers are wonderful

in their ability to manage ell the twenty- four to thirty-

two classes they had to hear each day.

How did they do it?
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$y maint fining a discipline

wMoh

kept the children quiet

and presumably studying for the long hours.

Those

v;ho

had

an inherent desire for hook learning managed very well,
those who had no such love for books learned to idle and to
dream, for that disturbs no one but the boy's or girl's

own future.

The teacher is necessarily dictator in such a
system as this, or else she doesn't got through her schedule
of classes, averaging ten minutes for the younger children

and twenty for the oldor ones.

But the child who can ex-

press originality, after plodding through six hours of routine,

who can retain any sjjirit for the joyous accomplishment of

his natural interests, is a rare being.

I

believe there was

more chance for him before the rural school had felt the

influence of city methods and organization,

"

ortunately

for the system perhaps, it is fairly easy to subdue the

majority of children, provided one does not consider their
varying personalities and needs too much, and it is therefore possible to force them to sit at their desks and at

least to pretend to perform their dull tasks of education

through books

—

which society has decided is a means of

protecting itself from future harm.

The majority of chil-

dren accept this state of school existence ay inevitable,

and are inclined to believe that in school "a thing is so,
if the teacher says so, whether it is or not,'

leaving

their own good sense and individual life outside of school

walls.

—
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The teacher who is conscientious attempts to use
the recess periods for this physical training

cannot very well

tftJta

work.

She

time from her already overfill program,

if she is to follow the standard coarse,

each class

btMtf

recite and get the children through the necessary amount
of work for their promotion at

txie

end of the year.

Some

of the children liice to have "teacher come out and play';

the older boys, however, who have felt the restraint of

the schoolroom, want to do now what t.iey wish.

recess

if?

ta^en away from them to

"be

If their

given up to an

adult's ideas of a game they recent the interference with
their freedom,

Sometimes they may enjoy a good game of

Target Toss heartily, but the idea that they must play
takes

rarifjj;

if not all of the joy out of the game. Free

play, rough and tumble though it may be, or even just

being let alone to gossip, boy- fashion, seems to be needed
to relieve the tension,

of the schoolroom.

tno strain of the "stanchions"

T#is appears to be the feeling of a

number of Hillsfield teachers.
The happiest boys

I

have seen on a rural school

playground were those under the direction of

teacher who

had tn© audacity to give them a full half hour s recess
T

each morning for doing whatever they wanted to do.

She

also cut down the hours of school session to five: from

nine to twelve and from one to about three.

The time
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foi closing, however, was variable;

if the pupils

a^;

a

whole

had finished their work they could go at 2:45, if not, they

were kept until it was done, yet the whole school rarely
stayed after 3:15.

Twice a week when the physical training

teacher arrived ,the physical training periods were taken

from these already shortened hoars.

Yet these children

seemed to cover as much educational ground

M

did the

pupils of the other school where the school kept until
four and they did not have the long morning recess.

It

was raor^ "piece work" and less "hour work", perhaps, that

made the difference.

It is also noteworthy that the gradu-

ates of this school were among the honor roll of the high
school.

This, however, was in a two-room school. But the

fact regains that though this teac

ier

was very severe in

some of her methods of discipline even to drawing blood

from the miscreant boys, she recognized the natural instincts of the pupils and did not intrude upon their re-

cesses or their play.
One conscientious one-room rural teacher ful-

filled the new physical training law's requirement by

currying on for five or six months the playing of a single
game,

"Black and

vVhite'i

which had been taught the children

by an interested visitor.

She managed it by organizing

two permanent teams each of which strove to win the most

points during the month.

The w inning team at the end of

that time was treated to candy, cake and peanuts by the
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vanquished.

Among her forty- two children, however, the

majority were the children of parents who, living- in the
closer cori'Ttnity of a village, had accepted more amicably
the restrictions of society.

Furthermore, they were a

homogeneous group of Anglo-Saxons, the raoo which Dr. Luther
Gulick says has the play spirit developed most strongly
There were also enough of them near the same age for effective competition.

Another one room teacher merely asked the children
in the spirit of friendly interest what they \?ere g-oing to

play at recess and encouraged each group to play the game
or do what they wished, provided that it was within reason,

while she kept

I

watchful eye upon them from a sufficient

distance to be unfelt save in tine of need.
had a keen sense of th»

This teacher

incompatibilities of the curri-

culum.

She sought in a** teaching to harmonize the book

studies

sjofl

the children's play life by a human interest

in each child that made the subjects less in importance

Hum

the child.

JSt

the same time she realized the impos-

sibility of adequately meeting the children's needs with
the scanty equipment and cramped quarters of her school.
~

T

er attitude toward compulsory games was frankly skeptical.

She

dl(?

not believe it possible for children to enjoy a

^ame that they were made to play, and she recognized her
own limitations in being able to inf'ise interest ana lead
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the children to an enjoyme?it in compulsory games when she

had all the multitudinous duties of eight grades in one
room.

Neither did she believe it possible for all of her

heterogenous group to play together.

She, also, believed

that children should be free at recess time-

limited them by the ideal of fair play

'.*hich

She only

she kept con-

tinually before them throughout all her discipline.

There

was a contested atmosphere in her school, and, for the most
part, her pupils worked faithfully, though, as in all

schools under the present system, much time was wasted on
the children's part in idle dreaming, since it appears
to be physically impossible for one teacher to plan enough

book or "busy" work to keep all the children occupied
during the long hours, and the system has not developed

much initiative on the part of the pupils.

HBBB

of

0]

V/hen the

'

?-sra^

physical jggjgBB:

difficulty is recognised of directing

play, whose spirit is free and joyous, in a school situa-

tion which, by renson of its large and heterogeneous
number, mist be held in restraint for long hours by an

autocratic discipline, ana when a suitable environment
has been provided, it may be possible to organize indoor
and outdoor games and athletics in one room rural schools

provided the games are adapted to conditions.

But,

the

teacher is usually underpaid, a condition which does not

SB

make for her social efficiency, and is likewise over-

burdened with the large number of academic subjects
and routine of school management, which does not make
for physical efficiency-

Then, too, the responsibility

for discipline rests wholely upon her, 3ave for the
lllJWil till till illl

brief visits and help.

is rarely adapted to exercise,

The school room

desks being often crowded

against tho side and rear walls mailing marching impossible,
and games and exercises difficult.

The school yard, as

has been noted, is often too snail for play or athlelioa.

Athletics and gymnastics, also, generally appeal to youth
only when there are "Large numbers oonpeting in the develop-

ment of skill, where mob psychology intensifies the
pleasure of rhytlimic motion and the desire to win.

Tine to

play or exeroiso id hard to find since the many recitations
of the many classes already require the teacher's attention

in some or most rural schools for six hours which is fully

an hour longer than tho amount in many of our best graded
city schools.

And this does not take into account the

time the teacher must spend in preparation of lessons, cor-

recting of the children's work and the administrative
routine, or the time necessary for solving problems relating
to the individuals and the community.

The equipment which

is a large factor in making a physical education program

interesting, is often lacking or hopelessly inadequate.
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Pinally, the attitude of the coranunity is often indif fetent
or hostile to ohysical education, plays,

These are some of the difficult ies

I

garner of athletics.

confronted YJhen

I

Tinder-

took the solution of the problem of rural physical education

by assuming the duties of a rural teacher.
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CHAPTER IV.
a physical BggSgg&lS SSgSSSSSS as schoolmistress
hi BBBBBMflb

PURPOSE

J

B&SBBB

lU SlIITHJALB

.

As director of Physical Training for eighteen
Hi II tlit in a rural district on Long Island, New York state,

comprising a couple of two-room schools and a union free
school, it appeared to

rae

that the program that

I

was

teaching and directing was not adapted to the needs or

psychology of the rural school child.

Although the union

free school, whose administration because of its consoli-

dation is very similar to the urban school, won the State

and National banners in the 'Modern Health Crusade" the
first year of my teaching and the state championship in
the physical ability test the second year,

I

was g0 baffled

by the attitude of indifference of the pupils in the tworoom rural schools that

I

determined to find, if possible,

a solution for this problem of rural opposition to physical

training.

TRAINING FOP P.URAL SCHOOL
Therefore,

I

tvORK .

undertook a graduate coarse of study

at liassacnusetts Agricultural College with the view of

gaining a better understanding of rural life: its physical
environment, its activities, its economic problems and

Showalter, landboolr for :-ural School
Officers, p. 111.
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its social statue.

IVith

this as a background

I

took the

position of teacher in a .Massachusetts one-room rural
school and taught there for four months.
that my brief two weeks

1

I

realize

intensive course at a normal

school and the few summer courses in elementary school

methods at the Agricultural College did not give me the
knowledge of methods of teaching the fundamental subjects
that a normal school certificate would have given, but

Smithdale, as has been seen in chapter 2, is, unfortunately,

used to having poorly trained teachers.
gjgjg IMPRESSIONS:

Difficulties of Grading.

The work during the first two weeks in this

school was confused by the feverish attempt to find

enough suitable and unmutilated books for the twentythree children, 18 boys and 5 girls, and to place the

pupils in groups at work which they seemed able to do.
?

T

any cf the children had failed to be promoted at the

end of the last

terra,

but

I

could see little advantage

in forcing them to repeat such work as their reading

which they had already learned to hate,

llodern rural

schools provide for this difficulty by having books of
similar grade but different in content and thus keep
alive the children's interest while they are repeating
(1)

the work of a grade.

.etboi'

of Sept. 26, 1921.

Letter of Oct.

2,

1921.
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Indifference ;nd lopelessness of Pupil's Attitude.
I

But the first two weeks were not so disheartening as the next month, for the indifference and the hope-

lessness of these children became more apparent as time
went on and

I

came to know them better.

Former teachers

had subdued the disorder which resulted from the pupils

1

lack of interest in the school work by fear.

;ct:od of
I

p:-:ochdtjkb .

tried to gain the children's interest by

careful planning and preparation of tanks which were within their powers:

On Sept. 26

so disorderly, but

I

I

cannot aee

\

rote,

r.ny

"The children are

use in subduing then
(1)

by fear.

It only seems to make their minds close up f

wmi on Oct. 2, "I shouldn't take time to write for

I

''

have

so much to do to plan next week's work, and it is very

necessary to do it if

I

am to continue my course of leading,
(2)

not driving by threat oning.

Atmosphere of the School.
One forner teacher with the help of one or two

children had papered the walls with pretty blue oatmeal
paper, had painted the woodwork and made white muslin sash

curtains for the windows.

This improvement helped greatly

to renove the sordidness of most one-room rural schools

but there was a deadness in the school atmosphere that was

deeper than paint or paper.

I

learned from my talks with

Letter oi uct. £8, 1921.
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the older boys of the hard chores that many of these children

did at home, which recuired some of them to get up at five

o'clock and to hasten home after school.

The monotony of

the country life and of the school work seemed to affect

the children's spirits.

The long, hard hours of toil of

parents and children on the farm with little but discoiiragement for their efforts affected their ^vhole outlook on life,
the resulting pessimism permeated the school.

ana*

The

younger children met my suggestions for their work with the
words, "Can't Jo it, it'p no use".

the school is no ^ood

"It is no use trying,

urged

t:>e

The adolescent boys said,
,

and when

I

work as preparation for high school, an adolescent

boy said "There's no use in high school."
Change in Atmosphere.
It was two months before I noted any results from

my method, but on October 28th
well today.

I

'agin llature' and
stick.

wrote, "School went fairly

don't try to keep them ouiet and in their

seats all the time.

with

I

I

I

I

suppose

I

should but it seems to me

could only do it by standing over them

only punish flagrant wrong-doing and wil-

ful wrongness and try to teach them things they don't know.
Y?e

have many happy moments and their spirits seem most al-

ways alive, not dead and dumb as they were when
(1)

come.

I

first
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The children* s piny interests sconed to have

always been in 'ton Bine teacher".

The great enjoynent

of their lives, if not the only one, was in seeing how

nuch fun they *eonld get out of teacher"
mates*

There

me

ifii

their school-

a seat to the attempt which piuninhment

augmented even as the dancers which tJircaton the young novie
hero only add to the thrill of onjoynent.

was the "movie

,

"the street

:ehool, indeed,

the plaer of gathering and

of enter tainasnt in their young lives, yet school In it-

self way a

prison

•

Cm

for this spirit, told ne

boy, the oldest and the spokeonsn
}je

woulft

rather be in prison than

in this school t for in prison one could

not study all the tine out of bookis.

do something'" and
it was the prank

that broI:e the dull routine, tliat provided an interest in
that

day.

I*ren

the older generation reoenberod their

pranks as the moot vivid parts oi their school life. They
told no tales of their own olevo r triors, of her

t;*oy

fooled teacher by passing the knife through the hole

between two adjacent desks, and the like*

The children

told no with great gusto of their own misdeeds and of the

various forns
used*

o:l

punislinont which the former teachers had

a globe, cracked and off Its pedeetal, bore witrcno

to the whack whioh one mischief maker* o head had received*

Journal written by author, for
19^1.

eptonbor 30,
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All their ''lickings

or "paddlings

!T

they looked back upon

A fond memory was the day when the older

with relish.

boys had been so bad and yet so clever in making it seem
the younger children's fault that the teacher had started
in to thrash the whole school until thwarted in her pur-

pose by a boy who was strong enourth to wrench the stick
from her hand.

2heir sense of justice made them condemn

such wholesale treatment, yet it required the keenness of
a detective to discover the real culprits.

Effect
It seemed to

month

rae

of Discipline.
a ?ioi^eless situation.

tried to govern them without using force.

I

For a
One of

the older boys in discussing the conduct of the school
iiaid

them.

"they had never before had a teacher who didn't 'paddle'
He showed how one teacher had had them stand with

their finger tips to the floor at the front of the room

while she 'laid on the paddle
the boy.

I

told him

I

1

.

'But it felt good',

said

wasn't sure that they were putting

their minds on the subject so well when

I

let them do so

many of the things they wanted to do, but he said that
'they'd just sit in their seats and turn their heads around

and when the teacher scolded or hit them they wouldn't get
their mind« on their work as much.'

He said he'd learned

about twice as much in the same time this year and he liked
(1)

school better.
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However, as time went on

children thought the reason
thrashings was because

began to feel that the

didn't givr them the customary

hadn't the necessary strength or

So when the older boys actually disobeyed my

courage.

requests

I

I

I

I

waa compelled to give them the thrashings they

seemed to expect.

I

tried, though, to have them see the

Once when

justice of them.

I

started to strike the hand

of one boy three other boys said they wore as much to blame

and they willingly took the eame amount of punishment.

As one boy said of punishlickings don't hurt long,
Scolding don't hurt, A and kill

But mere thrashings were useless.
ment, "Twon't do no good.

the

And so this game went on between^ eacher

me they dassn't."

and pupils by the weight of tradition and momentum, for the

play interests of the children were still bound up in their
opposition to the rule of "teacher" which had been autocratic from time immemorial.

Inventions and Playthings.
Yet the children had interests that were educaThe same boy who made the above remark and whom no

tive.

kind oi persuasion
for

a

I

could think of could cause to study

whole morning, had devised a water wheel with belts

that, placed in a brook near home, made fifteen or twenty

spools turn around.

Bt also oiled my bicycle better than

had the mechanic at the garage.

At least three other boys
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made similar wheels in imitation of this inventive boy.
Another boy showed me with pride the box for feed he had

made for his chickens.
Home Studies.
Furthermore,

I

found the children had a natural

interest in the studies themselves, although they were

loath to admit it.

During the Thanksgiving vacation every

child in the first tiiree grades and some older ones took
their books home and studied, returning proudly with

arithmetic papers filled and reading uooks read through.
(

I

found later that the policy of the school based upon

the desire to protect the books i'lom powoible injury at

home did not allow the taking home of school books during
the vacations.)

The same boy who wouldn't work in school

said that he would li£e to work if they didn't make so much

fuss about making him do it; that the stuff got him in-

terested sometimes in spite of himself.

LIMITATIONS OF ggS

CUIiRICIJLUII.

It was impossible for me to teach the ideals of

fair plAJ# cooperation, team spirit, and to appeal to the

child's interests for B brief fifteen minuses of a physical

education period and then go back to a school program
seemed designed for a strong-armed autocrat.

tl^at

The system

was one of promotions and graduations made by covering so
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many pages each day, whose
cive teacher.

cjiota

was determined by a coer-

It was seriously limited

"by

cooperation and antagonism of interests.
caused a large amount of retardation.

the child s non1

This non- cooper ntiai

The children admitted

they had often in the pact failed to attend sciiool"wlien they

could manage it without getting caught.

"

Though we had many

"internal dissensions" the children didn't try or say they

wanted to u play hooky" on me.

PROBLEM OF THB AD0L3SC"1JT BOY.
Following my conviction that the only solution
for the school opposition was

"by

harmonizing the work of

the school and the pupils' interests

I

sought to learn

what were their interests and their thoughts on life.
was,

I

It

found, principally the attitude of the adolescent

boys that was killing the school's work.

The younger

children followed their examples, since imitation is the
chief of learning processes, and they soon lost the pride
in being old enough to be in school and the pleasure of

doing school work which is so natural to first graders.

Lack of Supplementary Books*
The adolescent boys had lost the interest in the

school subjects with the passage of the monotonous years
of text-book work.

They had heard the older children

recite their history lessons or read the books of their
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grade and had had a smattering of the advanced work which
dimmed their desire to use the same books.

Subconscious Learning.

How much an idler could absorb thus unconsciously
was proven by the passing of a sixth grade final examination by a boy who had been held back in the fifth grade for
two years because he ^ould not do systematic work.

Indeed,

this superficial knowledge seemed to act as a hindrance in

getting down to real work.
Interest in Historical Dramatization.
If the teacher had had time to develop a history
or a language lesson as the teacher in a graded school can,

the pupils could have caught the message and enjoyed it.
One boy, especially, had a natural aptitude for history.

The first afternoon of school he helped the teacher to

dramatize the events of the Boston Tea Party in a manner

which showed real historical appreciation,

ilost

of the

children took part in this dramatization and appeared to enjoy it after the first awkward moments.

Lack of Time to Give to Adolescents:
Demands of the younger children.
It was impossible, however, for the teacher to

give time enough to these older children to rekindle the

General Laws r el' ting to r.dac tion,
liassachusetto -Jept. of Ea. Bulletin #9,
1921, p. 41.
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spark of intellectual desire which years of the puritanical

fault-finding

antf

the autocratic coercion of the school

system had smothered.

There were thirteen children in the

first three grades who were more or less incapable of work-

ing without the teacher *s direction.

Five in the first grade

were anxious to learn their letters, to have the use of

readers and word cards, and to learn to number.

I

had not

learned to overlook the fact that the children were idling
because they had nothing which their brains and hands were
equal to doing.

Demands of defectives.

Especially pathetic to me was the desire on the
part of the retarded pupils in grade

I to

advance.

One

oi these children was trying the first grade work for the

fifth time, having always been a regular school attendant,
and, though keen as a little man in the purchase of gro-

ceries at the general store, ne could not remember the

simplest words, like "and" or
a picture.

'if"

which failed to convey

It required time and patience to keep these

children busy, and this was particularly necessary as when
not busy their lack of mental control expressed itself in

noisiness which disturbed the other pupils.
Retardation.
The mental clinic law aims to prevent the burden
(1)

to a school of carrying such mentally deficient pupils.

Survey, April 1,

'22.
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In cities the spe cial classes for retarded pupils can

find the cause of trouble and fit the pupil for work

which he can do.

In the country unless the law is very

carefully carrieu out all retarded pupils are branded
"defectives" by the conspicuousness of the weeding-out
process, whereas the retardation in Smithdale in only two
out of the five cases was due to truly defective mentality.

The third cause of retardation appeared to

"be

habitual

overfatigue and the use of tobacco, for the child rarely
had sufficient sleep, as he told me he seldom went to bed
eleven
before eleven or half pa strand arose at about six.
The
other cases were caused by the pupils 1 lack of interest in
the school work.

These boys had reached the fifth

grade and adolescence, and were passing judgment on the
value of what was ahead of them and finding it not worth
the effort.

A mental diagnosis, it is true, mif;ht have

discovered that in book studies they were of only fifth
grade capability.

This would hardly be surprising when

we learn from "one of America's best known school superintendents,

'We are a nation of sixth graders!'" and when

a New York public school principal owes his success to the

"basic fact" of his experience, saying,
I

'The one fact that

may never for a moment forget is this, that not one of

the teachers in this school has a nental age of more than
(1)

14 years (eighth graders); and some of them are much lower."'
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Inventiveness of a Retarded Adolescent Boy.
Nevertheless, one of these boys in methods of

conducting farm work was of more than average intelligence,
ilot

only did he initiate the mailing of the water wheels,

and drive his father's automobile with caution and meclianical
understanding, but he once used by his own scheming a

principle of leverage which few scientific farmers would
have thought of unaided.

He tied a heavy load to the wagon

wheels in such a way that the rotation of the wheels when
the horses pulled dragged the load up the planlcs onto the

wagon.

Yet this boy, tall, strong and muscular, was com-

pelled to stay at his desk for five and a half hours a day
and presumably study Looks which were for the most part
In my journal for October 10th

painful to him.
him,

didnH

"

still (for

hill]

I

wrote of

do a stroke of work all day but sat

so as not to annoy mo,

Abraham Lincoln

recognized the pain of being inadequate

to a task.

It was

this pain of inadequacy to book subjects as taught here

and of school restraint to a boy so full of latent possi-

bilities for real

achievement that struck my sensibilities

as physical director.

I

understood only too well why he

wan constantly devising, mechanical alliances, testing the

reaction of the thermometer to heat and cold, investigating
the properties of any toys the children might bring to

school.

This faculty was disconcerting, of course, to the

teacher who was trying to tench the

t\

ant y- two other children
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the multitudinous subjects required by the curriculum and

had won for him a reputation for being "bad" which he now
felt almost a duty to maintain.

This so-called "bad" boy was so unhappy and so

hopeless and seemed to play so large a part in the school^
attitude of pessimism and dislike of studies, that

I

soon

went to his home to see what the outlook for the boy was.
There wns money enough there to give the boy a good educa-

tion and make something of his talents.

In fact, the father

wanted hin to go on at least to finish tho eighth grade,
for he had realised too late his own folly in not applying

himself more to learning.

The siipcrintendent , also, felt

that Smithdale school would givr him training rfhich would

be of value to him.

I

was ready to do everything possible,

but in view of the fact that for

tv?o

whole years he had

stopt making headway in school and had learned to idle and
to hate the place, and since I found iayself incapable, with

my many other duties, of giving him the special attention
he required,

I

believed that Smithdale school with its

restraint of school desks and tasks wa^ not the place for
I

hira.

could have had him sent to the reform school, for his

conduct at times very nearly, if not nuite, justified it, but
then he vsould have had to fight down a reputation which v;ould

have been a handicap to him for years.

It was Smithdale

school, to my mind, that needed to go to the reformatory

more than did its poor victim.
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Study Houses.
I

was delighted when, after the interview with his

father, he told me he isanted to try seventh grade work with

his chum, the historian-

It war, a beautiful autumn with

warm, sunshiny days and it seemed quite proper to me when
the mechanic and the historian, being given permission to

study together , went into the nearby woods and constructed
themselves a little study-house of old boards with a bench
8*96 in the open, by themselves, in these co-

and table.

operative studies with his friend, the mechanic found enough

self-confidence to enable him, later on, to pass the sixth
grade final examination and thus win his freedom from school
compulsion.

I

had hoped to interest him in a vocational

school, but school had so long seemed like a prison to him

that the h«bit of hating school was too strongly fixed for

me to overcome.

Conclusions on Adolescents.
The freedom which appeared to me necessary to

relieve the tension ana to awaken the mental vitality of
the pupils was extremely difficult to manage.

I

found that

the younger children required strong domination by a

beneficent force when their reactions to situations were

non-social and could not be guided to proper action by the
use of reason,

'fhe

adolescents, however, subjected to the

teacher's despotism, no matter how well-intentioned it might
have been, appeared to have failed to develop the manly

qualities of self-control upon which society, especially
a democratic one, rests.

The adolescent boys according to

their characteristics, environment and previous training,
had become either broken in spirit by the dominating force,
a fatal thing to their courage, ambition and initiative;
or stubborn, resisting by the negative means of going "on

strike",

showing individual will and strength by not doing

the things that are wanted done;

or actively disobedient,

Rural teachers who have to teach school where there are
eight grades and the adolescents require strong discipline

are thus placed in an especially difficult position. For

this reason the rural schools operating on the 6-3-3 plan;
in other words, having only the first six grades in the
one room are much better for the teacher and pupils alike.

The junior high school which takes the older children,

recognizes the distinct and varying needs of the adolescents and gives them a fairer chance to become socially
adapted persons, good citizens.
MEASTLIEMENT Or irsIHTS .

The study- houses in the woods, though beneficial

in relieving the mental strain of the pupils, caused the

teacher a great deal of trouble.

Other pupils wished to

study outdoors, also, and the injunction to come back to
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classes with lessons learned was not always carefully obeyed.
The rule was that those whose lessons were well done out of

doors might continue to have the privilege of studying
there, and in order to make an impersonal and demonstrable

judgment upon this standard of good work

I

constructed a

file for the pupils' papers so they might see for themselves
that it was not
r

ray

personal opinion alone that judged them.

?his scheme did not work as well as it should, however , for

I

had no standards for them to compare their work with, and

when they were compelled to stay in to study they reverted
to the "mental strike'' which, together with hate of school,

had almost grown to be habitual.

CIVIO TRAINING .
The study-houses were, in themselves, a means of

real education.

Not only were some of them ingeniously

built, bat the question of property rights in connection

with them became the basis of much oral English and civics*
I

helped the boys to settle the Question of rights by gain-

ing the consent of the owner of the woods in one case and the

good will of the school trustee on the matter. The boys

shifted one house in view of a neighbors objections and
we all, through these experiences, learned much of rural

civics by the direct method.

Colder weather put en end to

both the benefits and the difficulties by making it unpleasant to be out.

Paul liunroe; Cyclopedia of

Bft&ftat ion,

Volume 5,
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School Property:

Free Text-books*

One of the most unfortunate results of the pupils'

dislike for school was their lack of respect for school
Text-hooks, which are, in Ilassachusetts, the

property,

property of the town and have "been provided freely to pupils
(1)

ever since the compulsory free text-hook law of 1884, have

long been the objects whereon the wrath and sullenness of

pupils have wreaked themselves.

The whacking of each

other* s heads with the books, or the seemingly unintentional

dropping of them on the floor, with the dilapidation resulting, was largely the cause of my difficulty in finding

enough undamaged hooks at the beginning of the term.

There

is a school ordinance with the force of law which recuires
a pupil's parents to replace a book damaged by him.

Once

in the remembrance of the superintendent the measure was

carried through, but the parents, having bought the book
under compulsion, refused to let it become the property of
the school.

The fact of the high cost of modern geography

books seemed to make little impression upon these boys.
They had no motive for taking care of them, for they hated

geography and always had, a fact to whicn the mutilation
of the former books bore special witness.

I

believed that

the interest in geography which was released when the

pupils were given freedom of study out of doors and which

resulted in some thoroughly alive discussions of geography
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subjects and the pictures in the geography books would in
the end bring about a regard for the books which would

counterbalance the greater possibility for damage from
use out of door3.

The superintendent assisted this policy

by a generosity and charitable estimate of the boys'
motives which sent new rulers to take the place of those
snapped and as much new material as her funds would permit.
A spirit of appreciation showed itself gradually*

After

receiving a supply of school material, all the pupils acted

upon the suggestion of a little first grade girl and wrote,
for their language and writing lesson, their thanks to the

superintendent.
Loss of Play Balls Made Good.

The balls

I

gave to the school for play the

children decided must be paid for by a pupil if lost. One
unfortunate boy who had no available cash when faced with
this predicament hunted until he was discouraged and then

worked at school under my direction on Saturday mornings
doing carpentering what needed to be done, and thus paid
for the loss.

Damages to

rflilers

and Thermometers paid for.

The damage done to rulers, and to the thermometer

which was injured by the experiments in
it wa

physic:-;

subjected were finally the subject of

a

to which

lesson in

lot

civics.

Each boy then figured out the amount of his damage

to school property and the amount of time spent in

done for the teacher and balanced the accounts.

work

The differ-

ence was 7>aid for by every boy in attendance, and the sum

was handed in to the town treasurer for schools through
the school trustee.

The sympathetic understanding of this

trustee who remembered when he had been a boy himself, and

who had faith in the inherent goodness of each pupil, did

much to bring about a happier school feeling.

He saw the

wisdom of paying the pupils by the hour for work done for
the teacher and

1

hus helped to balance the account for

damages.

This principal of individual responsibility for

cooperative ly- owned property ta one of the big contributions of the athletic association of the modern school.

Here expensive property is selected, paid for and taken
care of by the representatives of the corporate body.

The

whole association, by dues or by business enterprises, provides the money for the purchase of the property, and works
out the policies whereby it shall be used.

I3y

athletic

association in the Hew York rural high school was an example
not only of the responsibility for such school or corporate
property, but also showed the entorgizing influence of such

cooperative work.

Starting in with no basket ball

et

uip-

mont or place to play they succeeded in equipping and paying
for the use of the town hall for basket ball purposes which
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was then available even for the recreation of the young
farmers and hoys who had left school.

The association also

provided uniforms for the school teams of which they wore

very proud and which added to tho inspiration of the association.

Required Subjects and Grades.

OUKRICTJLUII:

Arranging the school program took continual
thought.

There were eleven subjects to bo taught, not

including games and athletics, and the points in hygiene

specially mentioned by the school law.

There were seven

grades in all, not counting the subdivisions of the first
grades which were necessary in view of differing ability,

and the one eighth grade class in English grammar*

It

was a rule of the school that the first three grades should
have their reading twice B day.

The following diagram

shows the number of classes to be heard daily:

Heading Arithmetic Writing Spelling

History

Geography

Grade

12

1

"£21
"321

1
1
1

"41
"5

'1

6

1

1
1

1 or
1
or both
1

1

1
"

7

8

7

1

1 or
__or "both

_JL

2

5

2

or

4

Ill

Language

Physiology
& Hygiene

Drawing

lusic

2

2

Civics

Grade 1
2

3

4

1

1

5

1

1

6
"

7

i

(2
(
(

1)

Hot necessarily taught
every day

Total: £8 to 36

This would have been much less difficult if the
older pupils had had sufficient interest in their work to

keep then busy studying while

I

was teaching the others.

A pupil desirinp knowledge could, if he wished, gain much
in a one-room typo of organisation

became

of the indivi-

dual work in the small classes.
Tentative "Divided Program."
hope
arouse
much inter nst on the part of the
to
I

older children by devising a schedule which would give them

my undivided attention, and would, at the same time, help
to fulfill the wish of some of the parents and those beyond

school age that they could have the advantages of schooling

which the present adoleseont pupils now scorned.

I

planned

to have the grammar grade work in the morning right after

chores and thought that by having the younger children in the

aftornoon when my attention was not distracted by the older
ones, they, also, would be able to accomplish more.

The

hours for the teacher would have been longer, it is true,
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but the nerve strain,

I

believe, would have been greatly

However, the rural supervisor of the State depart-

lessened.

ment as well as the superintendent thought this plan inad-

visable as a somewhat similar one

hat?

been tried and the

pupils had not been able to cover the usual amount of ground.
Plan of Segregation,
As the superintendents rulings, though, allowed,
at the discretion of the teacher, that the three younger

grades be dismissed at recess,

I

triea to segregate, as

much as possible, the work of the older and younger pupils
by concentrating my attention upon the younger ones before
recess and on the older ones afterward, with the exception
that

I

taught arithmetic in the morning and geography in

the afternoon to the older pupils while the younger ones

were doinp-, respectively, their number work or their writing.

Pupil- teacher s.
I

found that some of the rending classes of the

younger children could be taught as well by the older

pupils as by me.

In fact, they often seeded to have more

patience and to get more mental response from their pupils
than

I

did, §*f

I

was too often conscious of the struggles

of other pupils with work which they could not

c.o

unaided.

One boy who had never been interested in his own work

I

found to be particularly patient and devoted to his task of

cf. tup il- teacher in 3n£linh private school,
Christian Science lonitor, Sept. £2,1922,

p«16.
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teaching the first graders.

Therefore,

I

worked

o?it

a

policy whereby each pupil in the fourth to the eighth grades
(1)

had a pupil in one of the first three grades for a ward.

The older pupil heard the reading of the younger one and wrote

down the words the ward had not knov/n.

I

endeavored to

teach the children to recognize these words in various ways:
"by

using the simpler ones in spelling or basins their

phonics lesson on them, or by giving the pupil teacher the
use of the blackboard for the "ladder" game, where the child

climbed a word "ladder" until he reached the top word or,

failing to recognize a word fell to the "ground".
teachers often heard the spelling also.

The pupil

This method of

many classes at once was unavoidably noisy with the moving
about and the numerous recitations of the many private

pupils going on at the sane time, but it is surprising how
quickly the routine work of the tool subjects could be

covered by using this cooperative method.

It allowed the

younger pupils to finish their allotments in the sho.tor

hours and al3o to have time for manual work.
I

tried to arrange the program in such a way that

the study hours would be undisturbed save by my classes at

the blackboard or in a group, and the reading periods would

occur when the older pupils had been studying long- enough
to be glad to have a charts .

2he setting up drill followed

in the program these periods of many classes, and the

automatic muscular response to the military commands quieted

the room and focassed the leadership again on the teacher.

The following gives a general idea of the program.

Actual Program.

Mb
9.

- 9:20:

9:20 -10.

10.

:

-10:15:

Horning exercises: Psalms, singing, Lord
prayer, assignments.

r

s

Arithmetic: all pupils working at it, I
teach clas.es needing explanation of points
not understood or instruction in next steps
to be taken up.
Younger pupils iinishing
number work, study reading,
Beading: grades 1,2, and 3. (pupil- teacher
classes)

10:16-10:30:

Uusic, notation and singing games for first
three grades.
Older pupils dismissed for
arithmetic
recess If
is done.

10:30 -10:45:

Recess; I play garnets with the younger children after -rhich they ©re sent home, i.e.
grades 1,2 and 3.

10:45 -11:45:

Grammar and civics, sometimes mu^ie notation
here, grades 4,5, and combined 6,3c7.

11:45 - 12.

Spelling.

1,

Geography or history, grades 4 & 5 while
grades 1,2, and 3 write, study reading end
spelling. Grades 6 and 7 study geography
or history and reading.
Grade 1 has hoard
work in reading, etc. while 5th grade
studies*
Renuing and spelling grades 1, 2 and 3
(pupil-teacher classes)

- 1:40:

1:40 - 1:55:

1:55 -

2.

2:

2:30:

Setting-up drill and gymnastic games.

:

Manual work; tracing, cutting, pasting, sewing
or coloring, etc.

2*30 - 2:45:

Heeess: grades 1, 2 ft 3 dismissed, can come
back to work on projects, if ouiet, after
recess.

£:45 - 3:10:

Geography or history, grade 7, and oral
English.

3:10 - 5:25:

lieading, grades 4 & 5«

3:25 - 3:40:

Heading, grades 6 &

3:40 -

Physiology: whole school present at the time.

5: 55:

3:55 - 4.

7.

Drill in music notation.

:

The recitation periods in physiology and hygiene

were enjoyed

"by

pupils and teacher alike, for though the

text-books were largely anatomical and uninteresting, the
subject appealed to the pupils and elicited rigorous discussions.

I

found that the health habits of the majority

were good, save for the care of the teeth, the washing of

hands and the use of drinking cups.

"or

the most

;)art

the

children slept a sufficient number of hours with windows
open, ate wholesome food regularly, had good drinking water
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and spent many hours in

the?

open air,

Most of the children

did not drink tea or coffee, but the ones who did proved to
"be

three of the five retarded children.

The use of tobacco

was somewhat a matter of "deviltry" - to shock "teacher",
for though a number of boys felt that the smoking of a

little would do no harm, none of them wished to get the
habit.

The statements of their antiquated text-books filled

them with skeptism, though it appeared to me that those
who smoked were not so mentally alert as those who did not.
The value of clean water was understood, but common drink-

ing cups were often used.

The patent drinking fountain

that had been purchased by the school required more water
than the old method of a pail, dipper and cups, and water

had to be carried from a well on the opposite hillside;
therefore, during the drought especially, it was not very

practicable.

Modern Health Crusade.
Host of the boys did not wish to undertake the

health chores of the Hodern Health Orusade, for they admitted that it was too easy to "cheat" and I did not have time
to engage the cooperation of the parents on this matter,
or develop a system of checking which could be carried oat

in a place where opposition or indifference were constant

factors to be dealt with.

Physical Defects.
These children were strong, well and largely
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free from physical defects.

There was one case where a re-

tarded boy had adenoids, but the parents disregarded the noti-

fication of the medical examination.

Bad teeth were the

most serious defect, but the cynical remark of an adolescent

hoy that his aunt had rubbed all the enamel off her teeth

by cleaning then too of ten, prejudiced the children from
caring for theirs,

I

an .afraid, more than the request of the

public health nurse who visited the school once, and my own
adnonitions stimulated them to brush them.
Posture.

Poor posture

ws

another general physical defect,

and was also due somewhat to a prejudiced attitude.

The

adolescent boys thought that upright posture MSB the mark
of a city loafer, oi one who doesn't or can

physical work.

1

T

t do

hard

found that with all but the oldest, the

desire to be like soldiers would usually make an appeal.
The motive of bettor lung capacity and health, or better

personal apx>earanco and its economic value failed to gain
a response.

PHYSICAL T PJIINIITC;

Setting-up Exorcises.

The setting-up exercises were done well when the

appeal to individual skill was made or when the exercises
were put in the form of a competitive game, such as "Simon
Says".

The pupils were glad to have the relief from mental

work provided by the setting-up drills, especially as

I

sometimes gave couples permission to go out and wrestle
or race for the three to five minutes.
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Games.

All this while

I

was playing with the children

at recess and giving the younger children singing games

when the older children were out of the way and occasionally having games of sense perception for the whole school,
in which it wan interesting to notn that the first grade

"defective" children were keener than the rest.

Though

this unwonted freedom was too often misunderstood as a lack
of discipline,

I

could gradually feel a spirit of mental

and physical enjoyment in the school life.

One boy said,

"If you stay with us long enough we 11 understand what you
1

mean.

"

It seemed impossible for them to comprehend that

school might be a place where the teacher and pupils worked
and played together happily.
The games were very unsatisfactory on the whole.
The younger

children enjoyed playing both the singing

games and th^ tag or group games, but they stopped playing

when

I

went to play with another group, even though they

had a fine pupil lender in the seventh grade girl.

The

boys of the third grade were too rough to play with the
younger children though they obeyed the rules of the game

with good spirit and enjoyed
the Hing.

M

a

vigorous game like "Bull in

The fifth, sixth and seventh grade boys resented

the idea of compulsory games, though we had some splendid

games of tag on the ice of the near-by mill pond.

They
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also showed a latent pleasure in basltet

"ball,

though the

disparity of age, weight and height of th03e wanting to

play made this game trying.

lowever, ono boy learned

enough about the use of the basket ball to enable him to
malLe the

first team of class basltet ball in a large city

school the next fall*
Swimming, Athletics and Out-door Sports,

During the afternoon recesses the boys sometimes

went to the nearby mill pond to swim,

They could not stay

after school for their swimming, as chores had to be done,
liany times they

brought a lunch so they could have time at

noon, and one pupil told his mother, "It was all right, for

teacher says that swimming right after eating is good for

one's navigation," which shows the inadequacy of words in
the teaching of hygiene.

Realizing that fifteen minutes

is too little time for a good swim, and feeling that an

added fifteen minutes taken vjhile the lower grades were
reciting" would be perhaps only fulfilling the spirit of the

physical training law besides allowing for swiioming at a

wholesome time,

I

half hour's swim.

often granted them permission for a real
On a Friday afternoon alro,

I

twice

adjourned school to the mill pond and taught, while the
older boys demonstrated, some of the methods of saving a

drowning person and resucitating him.

After these exhi-

bitions we had races which might have been the beginning of
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an interest in athletic events if the boys had had competition with others of their own age and weight.
I

As it was,

could not continue this interest though we had individual
,

stunts some recesses that were interesting.
Cold weather brought skates and perfect ice and
the older boys vied with me in cutting letters and figures

and in racing on skates.

Snow spoiled the skating but

brought coasting and the game of "Fox and Geese."

The

Christmas season brought the search for green for decorations.

Community Games.
The school and the church were closely associated

in Smithdale and we had two or tnree community parties for
the younger church people and the older school children.

ihese were very pleasant occasions, and games, such as "Poison

r

Snake

1

'

,

"Jacob and Rachel', "Have fou Seen My Sheep", or

"Dan Tucker", were entered into with spirit kindled by the

good fellowship of the minister and his wife and a former
teacher
Ilanual xirts and Projects.

Fatigued by my endeavors in the middle of October
I

took a short vacation and returned with sewing cards,

reading games, brightly colored paper, large splints,
pictures for tracing and copying, a

material which

I

iilecanno

had felt to be needed.

children had behaved unusually well.

outfit and other

In my absence the

They had expressed

1*1

to the superintendent a desire to show their appreciation

of my work by "being good"", and the previous teaching

experience of the substitute helped then to realise their
gjod intentions.
The plan to have the work of the school a develop-

ment and fulfilling of the interests of the pupils was carried out in rauca of

tiie

manual or practical arts work. The

first project of the year was the making of a quintain by
a fifth grade boy who wao interested to see how the squires

in Zing Arthur's court, that they were reading about, re-

ceived their training in tournament-riding by means of the
quintain.

He worked out at home a contrivance that illus-

trated very well how the sandbag would spin around and

knock a slow rider off his horse.
The drawing and coloring work was soon put to

use for the making of invitations to the Armistice Day

program.

This celebration was the first community gather-

ing in the fall and though the evening was a calamitous one

since it was the night when the barn belonging to one of the

parents burned down, when the worst of the fire was over,

many of the neighbors returned and the children who were
prenent carried through the shortened program with a self-

command that was commendable.

The delicious supper served

afterwards by the mothers and friends of the school was a
fine example of good old Hew England hospitality.

The
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proceeds of the entertainment the children voted should he
sent to aid the orphans of the ITear East.

The writing of

letters to accompany the remittance was a lesson in

grammar and the reward of

a

Iftiglish

reply from headquarters was

deeply appreciated.
The making of Christmas presents consumed most of
the time in December allotted for practical arts.

The

calendars made showed a great deal of work, for each month
in the year had a different picture traced and colored and

suitable to the season.

The ITecanno outfit developed a good

deal of ingenuity on the part of the older hoys.

Glay

modelling was al30 enjoyed.
I

tried to develop in the pupils a self-direction

of their manual activities.

I

found that there was often

greater mental ability displayed on tasks of the pupil's
chooning.

"When E

—

In my journal for Ceptenber 50th,

balks at the busy work

I

offer him,

he can think of something he*d like to do.

wrote,

I
I

ask him if

One time he

wanted to draw, another tine to put together the Mother Goose

word puzzles."
On December 13th my journal states:

"The after-

noon work is becoming rather like project work now that
we have a good many materials to work with.

After the

writing, reading and spoiling for the second and third

grade is done (the upper grades hearing the lower grades

1

reading and doing their geography or history questions
while the others write) then the projects start.

A

—

did his

Author's Journal,

D*ft,

13,192.

1£3

writing well and cuickly for the first time for weeks
because he had seen

—

and R

—

fit and wanted to get to it.

and did his reading well.
to help him.

—

M~

,

—

and D

H

—

Ke got 100y in spelling also,

—
—

I

and

working at the Meccano out-

V?

and |

—

got through early

made birds' nests of plasti-

made telegraph poles with cross rods on

cine.

P

them.

The mandate went forth that the privilege of going

to the cupboard vould be allowed upon having' received permis-

sion because work was finished, so long as the materials

were put back where they belonged.

—

]

and

Z—

want to use the

large-sised splints though they balked on the tooth pick
size.

All hands mostly played "Pox and Geese" at recess

in the snow. Those not playing were working with the Ileeanno
(1)

set."

Singing.

Singing of familiar songs was one of the pleasures
of the school.

Many of the boys had good voices .though like

all children they needed support.

Patriotic songs and the

fl&g salute were given on ?riday mornings as a special oc-

casion much enjoyed.

We learned a number of Christmas carols

to accompany the two plays which the Sunday School and the

day school combined to give at Christmas time.

TIP

CHRISTY gKKgg&flgk

The Christmas celebration was announced to the

parents and neighbors by large smiling Santa Clauses, which
had been traced, cut out and colored with crayons or water-
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colors by the children.

It took place in the church

which

the children helped decorate with boughs and green vires.

Even the work of the first grade helped to add to the festive
appearance.

The large-sized alphabet letters which they had

made for busy work by drawing around the model letters,

coloring them and catting them out, furnished gay letters
for a "Christmas Welcome

,T

which hung on the front wall. The

Christmas tree, about which the boys worried many days for
fear they couldn't i'ind a suitable one or, if taey did, that
it would be snowed in before they could haul it out, was a

splendid one, extending well up toward the high ceiling^ yet
the generosity of the Sunday Jchool superintendent, a mother

of many fine boys, and the pupils

1

gifts to each other and

their parents, numerous though inexpensive, billed it with

good things.
The nerve-racking task of securing the cooperation

of every child in the school for either one or other of
the plays was forgotten in the happy outcome when they en-

tered into the spirit of their parts with enthusiasm and
dramatic ability.

Santa Glaus hinsell appeared in the

person of the beloved minister, a rollicking, ruddy-nosed
Santa Claus, who gave out the gifts with many a hearty joke.
uo:^. piscoyTnrjK]) 02

account of ill

This Christmas party
in Smithdale.

I

wal;

t

a~?h

.

the last event of my work

was unable to stay longer as the doctor de-

cided that my nervous condition, due to overwork and worry,
was serious and a substitute teacher was found to take my
place.
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CHAPTER V.
OOITCLUaiONS AND AH IDEAL SOUTIOI? FOE THE PHOBIC! OP

SMITHDALE'S PHYSICAL EDUCATION .
Since the financial burden of maintaining schools

has increased far more rapidly than the economic assets of
Eillsfield, an educational provision which further increases
that burden must be of unquestionable value to the minds of
the taxpayers,

(Chapter I.)

Although the provision for

the teaching of indoor and outdoor games and athletic exer-

cises does not directly increase the cost of running the
schools, it adds to the required duties of the teacher

which are already so numerous and difficult

t)iat

the town

finds it hard to secure competent teachers. (Chapter II.)
The cursory, superficial manner in which physical

training, "indoor and outdoor games and athletic exercises",
is almost inevitably carried on under the present system,

as obtaining in Smithdale, where the teacher has thrice the

number of subjects to teach than formerly and a more

heterogeneous group, the older members ef which are in school
almost solely because of the compulsory attendance law,

makes the value of such training questionable. Physical

education in its broadest sense, however, which includes
1)

effective teaching of the ways to maintain health, £)

the provision for the removal oi physical defects, 5) the

development of civic fitness through trained muscles and
4)

the improvement of the environment, is needed more in
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the rural districts than in cities at the present time.

(Chapter III.
The recent law providing school nurses in rural

districts is a good beginning in obtaining 1) and 2), though

necessarily limited by the little amount of time at the
nurse's disposal.

The development of civic fitness through

trained muscles is particularly needed at present when school

work is so largely a matter of text-book instruction by inexperienced and poorly trained girls, which brings about
in the pupils discouragement and a sense of mental inade-

quacy.

(Chapter IV.)
In order to provide for effective teaching of

physical training it appears to the writer that it will be

necessary to revise the present curriculum

anci

program for

rural schools and make physical work and play an integral
part of a rational course of study, and also, that it will
be necessary to offer special training and inducement to

those teachers who are to undertake the difficulties of

rural teaching.
It also seems necessnry to make some different

arrangement in regard to the compulsory attendance of
adolescents who at present can cause tne teacher a great
amount of difficulty and make it extremely hard to conduct
indoor and outdoor games as well as carry on other work.

The lack of adaptation of the course of study to these boys

needs consideration.

It even seems advisable to me to

AAdre s of rof. Br Ira of Cornell "JniT©roity t «t
oOlanbJtn Jnivoroit^ , ocu 19&1.
Teaohoro Collo
;

.

.

tot.

;.duoational Agriculture", 190l>.
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limit the one room school to pre-adolescents when there is
a large and heterogeneous number of pupils, and to provide

for the adolescents elsewhere, either in the Junior high

school of neighboring cities or towns or the community

school

I

describe later on#

By eliminating- these educational

misfits the defective pupils could be cared for more easily
in

tiie

school.
I

further believe that the study of the rural

school by economists, social workers and the medical and

engineering professions Vvill be necessary to a solution of
the problem of providing adequately for the physical welfare and education of rural children-

Physical edaoation, with its investigations of
rural health and recreation, has brought to light the

physical and social handicaps of rural school children.
These handicaps result from deep-seated causes. The "social
(1)

gulf between country and

city, is due to an economic system

which has not given due recognition to the fact that the
"social organism is based on agriculture and agricultural
(2)

resources made available by industry.

Time to play is an

economic factor, depending upon whether the home requires
the labor of its children to help provide for living ex-

penses.

The loyalty oi children to their families which

makes them wish to "get home to help mother with the chores"
is a subtle and sacred thing and is involved in the making

Gerald Morgan, "Public Helief of Sickness"
p. 146.

Ifc8

of a physical training program.

The stooped shoulders of

the child- laborer need straightening by exercises which will

offset the strain, and the fagged spirits of the rural school
child need joy and incentive to live more fully, but there
is an economic factor behind these conditions.

The lack

of ^ood times which the young" folks want is o4e of the causes

that rends them to the city where they sometimes add to the

city's burden.

These are all matters for economists and

research workers in general education and sociology to cope
with as well as the physical directors.
The greater number of physical defects of rural

children as compared with city children and the rural death
rate which in its decrease due to medical science has not
been lessened to so great an extent as has the city death

rate are evidences of less interest in the country than the

city on the part of the medical profession.

Physical educa-

tion alone cannot solve toe problem of a high rate of infant

mortality.

(See Appendix

I:

Vital Statistics.)

tion of the medical profession is needed.

The atten-

The solution may

come throurh the establishment of rural health centers in

connection with cent' ally located schools.

As a "substitute

for medical relief features of a compulsory contributory

health insurance system" some labor union leaders are con(1)

8idering state-aided health centers advisable.

A rural

health center having the confidence of the community would

Survey,

March 15, 1923, p. 798,

John Dewey,

"School & Society.

!T
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provide an administrative system whereby the mental clinic
law could be carried on with more regard for human feelings,
and at the same time social surgery could be initiated in the
(1)

diagnosis of the "socially inadequate

,

and their adjustment

to the social order.

In vier of these considerations I am led to

believe that an adaptation of Dewey's plan of school as

W

outlined in ''School and Society" is the method whereby

physical education could be made a vital force in the pupil's
lives.

Consolidation of all the schools in Hillsfield is

geographically impossible owing to the mountain barriers,
The one-room district schools now standing and for the most

part

nov? v=>ithin

walking distance of the pupils could provide

for the educational needs of the younger children if the
a olesconts with their different needs were taken out-

These

older pupils could travel to a junior high school centrally

located in each of the two valleys of Hillsfield with fewer
disadvantages in transportation.

The objection may be

raised that there are not enough pupils in the seventh,
eighth and first year high school grades to warrant the
expense of a junior high school.

only classical subjects
I

I

If the school were to give

should agree with the objectors.

believe, however, that a community school which would

tench the adolescent boys and girls the principles under-

lying the various phases of their life activities by the

General
p. 10£.

Ism

relating to Education, Umm»*X9ZL9
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direct method, "learning by doing", would be worth its cost,

especially if it provided for all the boys and girls who

had left behind the age and the interests of childhood even
though they had not reached the academic standard of the

seventh grade, and, also, if the school plant and teaching
service were available for the members of the community

who had passed the age of compulsory school attendance.
I

believe that

t3m

economic interests of the parents

should be taken into consideration, their cooperation secured,
if possible, and

compromise between economic and educa-

tional interests reached,

I

also believe that If the state

is to require the attendance of boys and girls until they

are fourteen, sixteen or eighteen years old it should view

critically the fitness of the school to be the environment
and influenoe of their lives during this socially critical

period and be careful lest it provide a "prison" for the
innocent, or train them to idle dreaming or economically

impossible careers.

The cooperative vlan of education is
(1)

now a part of established school custom in cities.

I

be-

lieve that a rural Junior high or community school with a

cooperative plan for adults as well as adolescents would be
the kind of a school where physical education would carry
over into the lives of all and bring about a better condi-

tion of health and enjoyment in the country.

A good rural school though expensive is a civic
economy.

Good agriculture and forestry are necessary to

Survey, April 1,192*;.

of 3d. Home ^onomies Circular, lTo.15.
"Self-supporting home economics departments.

Bu.

"My Life and Work, p. 214.
Doubleday,Page & Co., N.Y. 1922.
TIenry Ford,
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the continued prosperity of the nation.

An educational

system which antagonizes local interests through lack of

adaptation to real needs is apt to develop anti-social
citizens who may cause the state great expense.

Certain

(1)

social workers and inhabitants of Bmithdale alike think

triat

there may be a correlation between the increase of adolescent
insanity, which is an enormous expense to the state, and
an unwise educational system.

There is more chance of gaining a return on an

investment in valuable, desirable schools than cheap, in-

efficient schools.

The idea o± seii-mainteriance which is

being scientifically worked out in connection with home
(2)

economics and project work can be developed in such well"Anything worth while in itself can be
appointed schools.
made self-sustaining', Henry Ford says and has demonstrated
in his Trade School. (3)
Physical education in rural districts is, I
1

believe, primarily a matter oi community and school health,

vocational or project adaptation, and community recreation.
The first can be cared for by home economics work and school
nursing, in connection with the rural health center; the
second, by wise vocational education and project work which

recognises the strains oi vocations and the overcoming of
them, and the third, by any teacher with a real human interest

agd a creative mind, who enjoys country life and sports, and
has had the advantages of a good normal school training

where the special needs of rural life are studied and planned
for.

£lan includes, through the courtesy of Johnson,
Tiller, Architects & Engineers,
Miller
Terre Haute, Ind. t some construction ideas used
by them ftn ::e .^tly built schools.
-
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With my husband's assistance

Community School.

)

I

I

v

See Appendix V:

have constructed a dream plan of a

community school that would,
ficulties

(l)

I

believe, offset the dif-

found in teaching the adolescents in Smithdale

school, and would provide for a constructive health and

recreation program with vocational adaptation.

The plan is

designed so that it may embody the "man and his wife school"
idea of Dr.

J.L« HcBrien,

head of the Department of ;?ural

Education in the Indiana State Normal School at Terre laute,

namely that the solution of the problem of rural education
is the development of schools which are so much a part of the

community life that the teachers shall be all year round
residents.

The school has an apartment spacious enough to

provide amply for a small family.

The placing of the teacher's

home in the school-building is advantageous from the stand-

point of protection to school property, which, now that automobile parties are so numerous, is a factor to be considered.
The gymnasium is large enough to provide space
for basket ball practice, a game which, in my experience,
is especially fitted, by !$V upward lift, its close coopera-

tion and team spirit, to offset the dragging strain of
the farmer's vocation.

It

?->ill

also be a suitable place for

social gatherings of all kinds, even to an occasional moving
pict'ire show.

The provision of a laboratory is part of the

plan to use the school as a community experiment station,
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where the resident teacher and the farmers or lumbermen

may study their problems of agriculture and forestry in
cooperation with the county agent or the agricultural
college extension worker.
The library could be used for the health center

room ana thus provide for travelling dental clinics which
have been efficiently developed in Nassau County, Long
Island under

xved

Gross direction, and, likewise, it i\ould

provide for medical clinics and a headquarters for the
county public health nurse.
The domestic science room would not only be for
the use of the adolescent girls, but would be the place

where the domestic science teacher and the mothers and
friends of the school would gather to work out their food

and clothing problems, study the health and sanitation of
their home environment and gain expert knowledge under the

home demonstration agent upon her visits to Smithdale.
The schedule of this school would be so arranged
as to fit into the community activities as far as possible.
It might be that the junior high sahool would meet from

8.30 to IE. 30 for recitation classes, leaving the aftprnoons
free for projects under the guidance of one of the two

teachers alternately.
be

The teacher not engaged would then

able to assist the primary teachers with their agricul-

tural projects, nature study or manual arts work, or with
their sewing, music or games.

In the evenings the school

would be open for the work which the adults wished.

Thus,

Bulletin, 1921, ir£4. Suggestions for
the reorganization of the Schools in Currituck Co.,
ilorth Carolina.
Bu. of Ed.
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though the numbers to ho taught would be, perhaps small,
these

tv;o

teachers would be prepared, as suggested by

"liss

Katherine ...Cook, Hural Specialist of the Bureau of Sducation, to direct the sy>ecial work in their line in the
(1)

other schools, thus obviating the necessity of hiring outside supervisors.
If the cost to a community and the state of all

the activities, individually paid for in regular expenses

and philanthropic work, which could be centered in such a

working school, could be estimated, and the savings from
the cost of preventable disease, social ineptitude, and

accidents due to lack of knowledge of mechanical forces

now used, were added to it,

I

believe that such a com-

munity school, properly managed in a democratic manner,
vould be a financial investment for a happy, healthful
riral life.

Appendix A,

Hill
Broo

3ost
Dove

Hort
(a

Hill
Broc
Bosi

Dov<
Nor1

delation betv/cen ,/ealth,

r.&ue

j

tional

Opportunity and the Taxpayer's
Burden.

Relation between V/ealth, Educational Opportunity,
and the Taxpayer's Burden
A comparison of property valuations per pupil, valuation
of school plant and equipment per pupil, expenditure per
pupil from all sources, tax rate for school support on
jl.OOO valuation, and total tax rate
Statistics of Massachusetts Schools 1921-22

Property valuation
per pupil,
column 32

f

Hillsfield

$55.91

Tax rate for schools
(Expenditure for
school support from
local taxation per
1,000 valuation),
column 34

121.63

$5.53

Valuation of
Expenditure per
plant and equip- P^pil from all
sources,
ment per puoil.
165^
i*
column
47
columns
-

3

.

2,771

Total tax rate
per 91.000
valuation
column 36,

Brookline

23,823

467 (a)

Boston

13,541

245

88.69

4.60

17.90

Dover

21.834

255

154.46

6.12

24.70

7,191

352

70.64

6.30

14.50

8.79

25.10

Northampton

(a) Note depreciation in

valuation since 1918-19

027. 50

In 1918-19

(column 56)

(eolumns 173 & 26)

{column 5

(

column 58)

(column CO)

Hillsfield

$3,197

#47

$35.93

4.79

16.50

Brookline

22,471

878

75.21

3.40

15.30

Boston

14,155

255

60.36

4.26

21.20

Dover

23,404

288

117.57

5.26

6,734

200

45.82

6.78

Northampton

(b)

5.30 (b)

21.10

Hopedale had the lowest total tax rate in the state,
It received from sources
$2,50 per $1,000 valuation.
other than local taxation and state aid $22,000 for
its schools.

Appendix B

COMPARISON OF AGGREGATE VALUATIONS
Industry.

Capital invested

186&X
c§20, 000

1925 *

1875
22,050

1885
2F7382

32,004

63,452 90,000 (boxes)
47^478 30.000 (lumber)
88,787 111,930 120,000

19Q5
14,600

50,07)0

Value of goods.

Made
sold
Total

CC'26,000

Agriculture.

Aggregate
value of
products

z

-

* -

ftf

1885

85,000

106,573 108,592 C108.000

1923

1905

Estimete made from itemized census figures, aggregate
not given.
Manufacturer s estimate.

Highways

'

c.

Document
found in
town library)

1860

.

1921

(

School 3
per district

,)27.67

$5,000.

1866.

$53.41

2,134

(Report of School
District found in
town library)
o

s

1865

Town Costs for 1921 are fron Annual Heport of Town.

Above figures are taken from census save
source is specifically mentioned.

'vhfjre

another

Appendix

C

AGRICULTiir,

Conroorciftl Crops,

1905.

lfcGG
1

r

No. of improved acres
n

woodland

4,414
3,250

*

f

I

2,089j|-

8,965

Value of
No. of acres of English
mowing and swale
Value oi hay

1,473

1,669

16,504

No. of bushels of corn
Value of corn

3,363

No. of lbs. of tobacco
Value of tobacco

63,940

4,557

12,160
10,230.40

2,020

3,492
2,112

i'o.of bushels of potatoes
Value of potatoes

2,514

Total value of arri cultural
products - about

| 85,000

about 0108,000

OF fgggRAl MEEOHANDISE .

3ought for use of town

.ood sawed, split and
piled in shed (1847)
(18t>0)

3,965

264
418
170 (sold)
142, 513 ?
7,581 (sold)
5,4G0

Gal.oi milk
Value of butter
Lbs. of butter

Brooms

5,700

7,620

No. of cows

BBS

45,980

11,314
5,049.50

No. of bushels of onions
Value of onions

School Reports
of Wendell

c;104,184

v47,560

;

1923.

2.40 a cord

• .23

^15.00

about

•

75

Appendix D

TOTAL POPULATION OF TOWH
1765

1920

Census reports of Massachusetts and "Jnited States,
1765

1776

29 3

1790

524

1800

711

1810

769

1820

857

1830

939

1840

875

1850

948

I860

964

(1865

914)

1870

914

1880

877

1890

702

1900

744

(1905

1910

703)

728

(1915

779)

1920

695

1923(ee*iihR*e4 -

634

Appendix P#

ffATIVITY OP POPULATION.

1865

1905

1915

Total population

914

703

779

Native born

914

655

719

48

60

614

695

89

96

30

60

Foreign

"

Native parentage

914

TTative, foreign or

mixed parentage
Colored

156
•«y.ti?ity oi

Population, 1905

born in lillsfield
88% came from other towns in
AZ;\

;Iass.

4# colored
from other parts of 'o\S.
9 3- i native born
7'/j foreign born,
coming from French Cana d a,. higland, Ireland
and
Poland.
100£
9^9

Nativity of the Sixty Foreign Born. Census of 1915.

Nativity of citizens

British

:?uooian Lithuania Other

iSiapire

Poland

Ha^ions.

16

35

4

5

24
37

19
19

14
14

?

parents
of fathers
oi mothers

Ov«r half the foreign born are from Russian Poland, but
many (l/3 at least) are of Lithuanian extraction and some
About l/4 oi the foreign
(4) ca/ie directly from Lithuania.
born are from the British Empire.
One foul? now numbering
seven was brought here through the influence of an English
missionary worker, an acquaintance of the pastor, since
wages in the woods and living and social conditions with the
newly formed church appeared to be better here Jhan in

England.

:

Appendix

G.

COMPARISON OF POPULATION 3Y AGE GROUPS

Derived from Massachusetts Census Pigures.

Age period

1915

1865

7nder 1 year

11

1-5

62

5-10

92j
'

10 - 15

100

fl5

165

179

[90

'
i

191
15 - 20

I

74

-

91

566

405

Age period,

Under i year

1-5
5-10

10 - 14
[ii ]
'44
148 14 - 18
18 - £1

-

20 - 30

138

30 - 40

137

30 - 40

40 - 50

100^

40 - 50

50 - 60

93

60 - 70

65

74

r

1

-203

70 - 80

80 I over

Total -

195^

35

m
934

21 - 30

95

50 - 60

64

60 - 70

a

70 - 80

J

|

8

779

80

Sc

over

Appendix H.

COMPARISON OF IWBER a? B&£SS AIU? ifEHALES
IN TOWN DURING SPECIFIC AGE PERIODS.

Massachusetts Census.
1865.
i

Period

Under 1 year

1915.

Females

.lales

F.

K«

Age Period
Under 1 year

6

5

11

4

1-5

33

29

41

33

1-5

5-10

45

47-^

50

40

5 - 10

10 - ID

45

55^

Wfi

10 - 14
14 - 16
16 - 18

17

9
9

9

15 - 20

50 Y

41 *168

ao5

•117

22
17

13
13

20,

24/

18-21
21-25
25-30

47

49 +

30 - 40

20 - 30

66,

30 - 40

53

40 - 50

51

49+

41

46-f

40 - 50

50 - 60

44

49

52

43

50 - 60

60 - 70

36

29

36

28

60 - 70

70 - 80

20

15

16

12

70 - 80

2

8

80 and over

Total population

s

Var

934

2

6-f

779

Over BO
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VITAL STATISTICS.
IX5ATHS .

Total
1901

17

13

1904

23

21

1905

11

1906

Under 1 yr.

Over 60,

2

8

17

3

10

16

18

4

9

1907

13

12

2

7

1908

14

18

3

5

1909

17

10

4

4

1910

24

10

3

6

1911

18

16

1

1912

18

12

6 bet. 60-70

10 4*

1

1

-

I

1913

16

11

2

1914

22

17

6

5

1915

16

11

4

5

1916

19

16

5

5

1917

19

16

6

4

70-80
95-100

'

Influenza
3 bet. 20-30
and 1 from
each of the
10 year periods

1918

15

15

2

1919

24

19

8

7

1980

13

14

3

8

1921

18

10

1MI

18

87

7

4

15

Appendix J

SOCIAL STATISTICS
llassacnusetts Census Reports.

DEFECTIVES.
1865

Deaf

&

Dumb

1905

1
1
£
2

Hind
Insane
Idiotic
Chronic diseases
Paupers
(1 deaf and o.umb)
Neglected children
Convicts
Consumptives
Lame

8

3
4

feebleminded

16 *

14
15
2 *

3

I.liamed

Lame paupers

2
2

Chronic diseases, lame
"
"
consumption
"
feebleminded

1
2 *
1

Total

59 "Total Defectives"
8 m'Sfo of population

Census report.

Shows flagrant repetition*

COMPARISON OF KSKKEKTAGi: //"TICK ? TOTAL DEFECTIVES" ARE OF
TOTAL POPULATION. FROM CENSUS 1905.

Hillsfield
8.3p
Brookline - - - 1,3
Boston - - - - 2.5;j
ILLITERACY

Native Born
Foreign born

7

1865
(Male 6
(Female 1

1905
13

1915

(11.8

(F.5
10

(:!.6

25

(F.4
"23

Total illiterM ate
whites.
No colored
illiterates.

Appendix

<.:auoatioxial

Statistics.

Available j\uids.
1803-19*2.

Appendix K.

FINANCES

.

Available Funds.
(1900-1922 are for the five districts in Hillsfield town)
1922

1921

1920

1918

£4,000

#4,000

#2,300

M*

25

20

1,290.98

1 # 257<10
Ilontaguo

*9O0

1866
(one district)

Town Appropriation:
For Schools -

For School

:i.D.

For School ffurse

#4,000
50

25

25

1.100.

1B55

^8.91

.^59.31

4 . 50

6#2g

200
(a)

State Aid:

2,376.17

Mass. Fund I

1,750

1,700

Mass. Fond II

1,919.88

2,636.44

1,502.50

1,174.38

947.25

311.25

For Transportation

855.40

533.00

514.13

257.05

For Mass. Training
school tuition

6.90

Industrial
School
Tuition 142.

School Fund

state

£456.00
For Supt.
100.00
For Teachers 236.82

ilid _

State reimbursement:

For H.S. Tuition

116

24.00

Tuition from
Outside towns and

387.75

State wards

9.00

53.50

66.25

15.76

78.50

82

80.00
39.50

Total available funds 10,672.43 10,143.67

7,972.30

4,262.78

3*346*10

2,043.74

Total per district

1,594.46

852.65

557.50

408.74

Percent of total
paid by town

2,134.58

2,0£8.73

H0
37$

53.41

91%

44.56

Appendix

L.

Relative Relation between Cost per pupil and
Tax Hate for School Support in Common Schools,
Union Free Schools, Villages and Cities.
ITew

York rrural Survey

1922

Tax
Hate
equalization valuation of
State Tax Commission

Median cost per pupil
In rural schools
in specified counties;

Delaware

077

$8.

Tompkins

74

7.

llonroe

49 (a)

3.26 (b)

In rural or common
schools throughout
64,76
the state

Tax rate of common
school districts as a
whole are lower than tax
rates of other classes,
but show so great a
variation that highest
tax rates as well as
lowest are found here.

In Union Free Schools 62.95

Tax rates in these three
classes are lower the
more dense the population.

In villages

62.50

In cities

61.

(c)

(a)

I'.elatively large number of pupils per teacher here
reduces cost per pupil.

fb)

High valuation per teacher makes tax burden less.

(c)

Includes vocational education.

Appendix M.

EDUCATIONAL STATISTICS:
Itemized Costs.

EDUCATIONAL STATISTICS;
19 as

School Committee Salary

1921

19 2Q
120TDT5

1911
"363700

^150.00

$150750"

25.27

19.06

23.48

6.00

6.50

2.00

Salaries of town teachers3900.00

3759.00

3144.00

1921.50

2088.00

735.00

627.00

375.00

338.00

Office Sxpenses

Attendance officer

*

Smithdale

*

792.00

£

85.00

1
ftfifi
XODD
X
one
aistrict:

?

XOOJL
(

(

1

XOOO

one
ftistrict)

lobo
{ one
Dist)

OKI
1851

T

1850

8.10

47 76

23 00

142. 69

00

00.

57. 86

00

00

102.00

00

00

UU

17.50

10.50

1 23ft

1

o

AA

cfi

293. 29

(35 weeks)

Music Supervisor 52.50

•7.50

00.

92.50

132.30

105.00

90.45

79.25

82.40

89.45

17.50

14.50

Books, Supplies

320.67

661.48

119.38

88.00

136.31

Fuel & Pitting

131.75

187.30

278.85

191. 25

Repairs

588. 32

622.87

310.04

20.02

74.75
11.60
41.44

•

"

Janitor service
"

"

Smithdale

?

17.45

24.50

Transportation in town

6.

00

1540.00

1866.46

1092.25

311. 25

54o. UU

772.25

924.50

972.13

847.75

681.91

836.74

631.80

320.05

25.00

25.00

25.00

10.00

10.00

10.00

UU

(1)

to H.S.

1079.48

School Hurse

115.00

"

School Physician

35.00

Health Supplies

58.01

Census

10.00

Certificates
Teachers' Board

.60

00.

5.00

0.

(2)

(1)

H.S. Tuition

00.

278.75

6.00

5.10

1.70

(1)

Tuition in Amherst, New Salem, Greenfiold, Orange,

*

This includes Smithdale.

x (In 1775

(2)

Amherst, H. .Montague Industrial, Hopkins Academy.

LIss.

p. 3.

it was

voted to keep school in three places)

.

lb

)
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II

SALARY INCREASE.
Total.

1G50

3 $1 per week

one

$11.34
30.00

one

1851

Eop.rd paid by

district
per week
1853

woman teacher
n

man
1854

1856

$1.25 per wk.
3

2.50

1.49

15.00
29 • 56

woman teacher

13.50

man

£7.00

woman teacher

10.50

man

23.62

"

Board v 10.50

1861

1866

1900

one

,

one

:)

1.50 per wk. Steamer term)
f

1.75

(Winter

terra)

9.00
14.00 Board j 1.25 $17.50

woman teacher 1 1.75 per wk.

15.75

man

32.00 (Board taken out
of salary)

"

4.00

Smithdale teacher 5 £8.50 wk.

293.00 (3oard taken out
of salary)

1911

• 10.00

1918

11.00

"

375.00

1920

W 17.50

"

1922

22.00

"

627.00 (Board taken out
of salary
:j7
per wk.
792.00

338.00

,
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Cost of Education per pupil in City,
Town and Country
A Comparison of expenditures per pupil: from all sources,
from local taxation, and State aid in 1921-22

Statistics of Massachusetts Schools

Expenditure per
pupil from all

source
column 47

Expenditure per
pupil from local
taxation,
column 39

State aid or
reimbursement
per pupil,
column 42

40.15

Hillsfield

^55.91 (a)

v 15.31 (b)

Brookline

121.63

109.61

8.49

88.69

82.88

5.63

Boston
Jover

1134

Northampton

.

46 (d)

70.64

137.65 (c)

13.81

63.22

6.65

Lowest expenditure per pupil in the state was
^46.61 from all sources
This
is the lowest expenditure per pupil from
(£)
local taxation in the state but represents a drop
from the previous years Offing to the influx of
more children (whose families were out of work in
the city) The school appropriation of 1922 (£4450)
would provide s)26.22 per pupil from local taxation
provided the number of pupils remained the same.
(c) This is the greatest expenditure per pupil from
local taxation in the state.
(d) Sherburne spent most per pupil from all sources
(,)180.12) receiving
11,500 from sources other
than local taxation and state-aid.
(a)

in 1918 -19

(column 52)

(column 44)

Hillsfield

)33.93

-^16.62

Brooicline

75.21

71.34

Boston

60.36

60.26

117.57

116.02

45.82

45.50

Dover

Northampton
(e)

(

column 47)
,16. 71

(

e)

See ''Relation between -vealth, Educational
Opportunity and Taxpayers' Burden." Appendix A.

»

)

Appendix P

Cost of High School Education

Statistics of llassachusetts Schools 1921-22.

Cost to town
per pupil

Cost per pupil
from all sources

Hillsfield

3220.79 (column 86

§73.42 (column 89)

t

Brookline

137.85

(

79)

137.85

(

"

79)

Boston

111.65

(

)

111.65

(

"

"

Dover

184.47

(

"

)

184.47

(

"

"

Northampton

112.81

(

"

)

112.81

(

"

"J

)

)

In 1919-2

Hillsfield

124.32 (column 107)

Brookline

153.14

(

Boston

102.37

(

Dover

217.95

(

98.97

(

Northampton

*

Total figures for Hillsfield

100)
"

"

)

)

)

11.91 (column 110)
153.14

f

102.37

"

100

t

*

"

217.95 t

*

»

98.97

(

in 1918 . 19 not available

)

1

1

Appendix Q

Comparison of Attendance of Pupils and of
Number of

,/oeks

that School was in Session in

Country, Town and City.

Statistics of I^a3sachusetts Schools

Percentage of Pupil
Llembership in Attendance
(columns 62 & 63)

1921-22

dumber of Weeks that
School was in Session
(column 61) ( See A px.A)

Hillsfield

92$

34 weeks

Brookline

92

35 1/5

Boston

92,"

36

Dover

943

35

Northampton

93;$

36 4/5

"

In 1918-19

(columns 21 i 23

(

column 22)
35 weeks

Hillsfield

*

Br o online

90,o

32 3/5

Boston

89,1

35 1/5

Dover

90,0

34 3/5

"

Northampton

91,1

32 4/5

"

Appr-ndiz:

JBl^T

fll

..

(i)

school* ira^sz. xoffi.

Hereby is oubnittod a report of the Sohool
Sursinc

the Town of Hiiisf ield. fhi© report does not

cover the full year.

I

began my dutier In April.

A3 school noroing io a new venture this year
I

believe a suiannry of the duties of the sohool nurse

as given by Dr# Pr odrika Moore of the

tate Depart nent

of Public Health is pertinent in this report.
"1*

To assist the school physician in ortnnining

the children and in keeping records.
£•

To watch for any evidence of oorrinnienblo

disease in the sohool, and. when found, to notify the
teacher, principal, end school doctor*
3*

To detect end refer to the school physician any

evidence of eye, ear, nose or throat trouble, or other

physical or mental defects.
4.

To render first aid in emergency canes occur-

ring in schools and to see that the child Is tai:en either
to ito horae or to the fanil^ phgpBioian.
6. To report to school physician, superintendent or

principal cf schools any error she nay detect ar to
light and ventilation in the schools, or any terror or

seating or unsanitary conditions of any kind.
6.

To follow up absentees

fror I

saioal to nsfce euro

they ere not suffering fron oonriunicnblo or other disease.

)
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2

To follow up the recommendations of the school

physician or dentist and to inform the superintendent of
schools and the school physician of results obtained.
8.

To accompany children, with written consent of

their parents or guardians, to hospitals, dispensaries,

dmtal clinic, family physician, oculist

or dentist,

and

to secure from such a report as to services rendered to

pupils.
9.

To investigate and advise as to home conditions

where necessary.
10.

To instruct children and parents in matters of

personal and public health and to bring home and school
closer together."
These duties have to be modified somewhat when
the nurse works on part time.

It would be impossible for

a nurse working two days a month to look up all absentees

or to be present at all emergencies.

Duties in Hillsiield.
The nurse's duties in this tov n began by inspecting
;

the children and weighing and measuring them.
In the fall I assisted the school physician with the

physical examinations. These procedures are the basis for
all school health work.

By physical examinations are found the defects which

retard the children in school and are the cause of trouble
in adult life.

The most common of these are: defective

teeth, diseased tonsils, adenoids, poor posture, malnutri-

Appendix
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tion, and defective vision, all of them easily corrected in

childhood.
The majority of the children in the town school

were found to have one or more of these defects, defective

teeth predominating.

Only a few had any defects corrected.

That is, only a few had had teeth filled, diseased tonsils

removed or wore glasses for defective vision.
3y weighing and measixring the children we found

those who were very much underweight.

About 30 % of the

children in theHillsf ield schools were in the
class.

7;j

underweight

These children cannot do justice to themselves or

their educational opportunities and are the most lively
to contract communicable disease.

This condition may be

caused by one or more of the following: physical defects,
as diseased tonsils; faulty food habits;

or overfatigue.

Contrary to popular opinion, seldom is underfeeding the
cause.

From this it will be seen that it takes the cooperation of the parents, the child, the family physician,

and the nurse to bring the child up to normal weight.
I

hope the parents can be convinced of the need

of dental care for the children. A permanent tooth that is

lost will not grow again and the chewing machine of the
body is crippled just as any machine is crippled that has
lost one of its parts. Decayed teeth are the source of

infections and together with diseased tonsils may cause

rheumatism and some forms of heart disease; we read tnat
heart disease caused more deaths in Ilassachusettn in 1922

Appendix
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than anything else.
Llonth

by month very little seems to have been

accomplished, but in reviewing the work since April

,e

find that a few defects have been corrected; many class
talks have been given.

The children have been asked to

make posters so that they may visualize the talks and in
that way better remember them. The north .-iillslield schools

made excellent
Ilany

Health Books."
home visits have been made to become

acquainted with the parents and to ask their cooperation
in having the various defects corrected,
I

as time goes on

hope the parents will realise more and more the import-

ance of having these defects remedied.

Because the nurse is not available, for all
emergencies, first aid boxes were needed in all the schools.

These have been obtained and will soon be installed.

By

having the boxes made at a local box factory and filling
them ourselves we vere able to get them for a email sum.
One scales was purchased.

This can be used in the

Center, Long Plain and East schools.

We hope by another

year one can be obtained for the llorth part of the town.

There is no better way of interesting children in their

own health than by weighing them.
if he doesn ? t,

gain;

abo;it his food

Every child wants to

he is more amenable to suggestions

and sleeping hours.

A "Health Day" was planned and carried out in October,

which

I

hope had some educational value.

J
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The tese^ers have given their heartiest cooperation.
It has been a pleasure

to

work with them.

There are some recommendations for the coning year
I

would like to suggest.

'?he

overcrowding in three of the

schools; the ventilation in all of them is very poor.

The

lighting in the Center and Long Plain schools is particularly

"bad.

The Long ?l*^in School has windows

or.

four sides,

the Center school situated on the side of a hill has the

outside light deflected

"by

the hillside.

I

have "been in

that school in the mid-afternoon when a child could not
see writing on the "blackboards v?ithout going directly up to
it.

Such lighting as is obtained in both of these schools

must cause severe eye strain and should not be tolerated.
Windows are so near the seats in all of the
schools that they cannot be opened in cold leather for

ventilation.
tne

Other ways should be looked into.

A hole in

floor, under the stove, connected with a pipe that

leads outside the building is sometimes used in rural schools.
Poor ventilation manes the pupils inactive and harder to
teach.

All of the toilets are insanitary.

They are not

cleaned often enough, are not fly tight and have not proper
covers.

Chemical toilets would settle this problem.

the cost of installing them the:

e

is

After

very little expense.

Until these toilets can be obtained the present ones should
be cleaned, sand boxes put in and kept filled and self closing covers made.
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These are the outstanding insanitary condition;' in
the schools.

It is my sincerest hope that they may be

remedied.

Respectfully submitted."
School Nurse for Hillsfield and
Red Gross Public Health Nurse.

,

,

Appendix 5,1.

Copy of letter sent to state s uperintendents of educ tion
In tates having compulsory physical education laws
applying to rural regions.

Amherst
.uassachuse 1 t s
January £5, 19 21

My dear Lr

:

In certain sections in the east compulsory physical

opposed by the taxpaying farmers even after

education is

several years of effective administration of the program. Here
in MaiiinlHUiittn state-wide pnyolcal education is
"both because oi

fought

its tendency to increase state-control and be-

cause rural districts see little benefit to be derived fiom
the program.
In order to discover feather such difficulties have

presented themselves in other states and if so how they are

being met there and whether there are fundamental causes for
them in the present physical education program and policy

enclosing a questionnaire which

I

I

am

sincerely hope you will find

time to fill out.
I

should greatly appreciate receiving your personal

views as to tne solution of this problem of non-support.

I

believe so strongly that adequate physical education i3 a large
factor in bettering rural conditions that

I

feel it imperative

for us to gain the cooperrtion of the farmers themselves.

A copy of your state lar and such manuals as apply
to the rural school v.ould h

of much assistance in under-

standing this problem.

Sincerely yours,

2

uestionnaire
1.

2.

Appendix S

Has compulsory physical education net with fav r in
your state in rural districts?
,.hat

was the controlling motive in the enactment of the

law?
(a)
(b)

..as

it urged for military prepardness?

it urged for the increase of health for civic
life and industrial fitness?
(c) Was it an effort to improve the social conditions?

3.

./ere

fn)
(b)
(e)
(d)
(ej
4.

i

.

6.

Y/as

its influential advocates chiefly among -

educational organizations
business men's associations
women's clubs
labor unions
farmers' organize ti ens

In That respects la the administration under state
control, under local control":
fa) Are all the funds raised by local taxation:
(b) Does the state provide part?
How much?
(c) Is the Physical Education teacher recuired to have
a state license?
(d) Is there fttete supervision.
(e) Is the state program for x>,£d. suggestive only?
"Does

it

What

arc-

contain compulsory features?
n
these

Is there any attempt to adapt the program to rural
conditions? If so, in what respects^

If you have found opposition to the program among farmers
is it due to (a) ignorance of the aims of Physical
(b)
(c)

7.

If you have found opposition how are you attempting to
remove or neutralise it?
(a) by demonstrations of health improvement in nutrition
(V)
(c)
(&)

6.

Education
ignorance of their ov.n need
resentment towards others* interference

state-wide contents
by county contests
Physical efficiency tests
Addresses ancl demonstrations before organizations

Does the rural r.^d.?rogran include Teaching of "ygiene,
eight Height Ileasur ement
reaching of Food values,
Health Clubs, School "unches, Sanitary Inspection of
Buildings, Agricultural Club ..orli, Dental Clinics,
"euical Follow-Up orl:, Community recreation, Festivals,
Athletic Gar es?
,

Motive fox
Passing the

Pub 11 o Sup text
Given to

~

Alabama
California
So la-

Law

frftfrf

wax o

-^fealtK

Tea

^tttttfttlonaa

Pax missive only
Of a moral

Health and
Social
Welfare

C

x

c:

.

-i.

tOXS

"

PHT3ICAL *PUCATIOI 1921
Adaptation of
pjt 0£X am to

AdmittlStX at lOR
State lunda fox
Super

—iMM^^BMaa

^duoatoxa
Only
Pduoator
Only
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Comparison of City and Country Children

1915 or 16

Percentages are from all available
statistics and based on reports of
over half a million children,
lealth Essentials for : :ural School Children
prepared by Dr. Thomas D.Vvood, Chairman
Committee on health Problems in ^ducntion
of the TJational Council of the

taiien from

:

National Edmoatitm Association
cooperating with the
Committee on ".ealth I-roblems in y.ducntion
of the American Lledical Association
Table

I,

page 4,
City

Te^th
X V>

Coimtv*-ir

33.58

48-8

Tonsils

16.42

28.14

Idenoids

12.5

23.4

Eye defects

13.4

21.

V- L»4

:

dfifpcf.R
v.U
J. ^ w WO

iilnutrition

7.65

16.6

Enlarged Glands

2.7

6.4

Ear defects

1.28

4.78

Dreathing defects

2.1

4.2

Cpinal

Ci.irvatu.re

Anemia

.13
1.5

3.5

1.65

Unclean

.17

1.7

"ung Defects

.32

1.25

Heart Disease

.40

.74

,'entsl Defects

.2

.8

i^ppcndi:: u.

"orronrioon of City and Country children
United tates Pablio lealth crvioe
Dr. Taliaforro Claris, ac Istant nrgeon General
noted in Axscrlcan hyaical ;d!ioation Eeviev
Jane, 1921, page £71

Mttle

oc,

.r...

.

ttral Children.

_

in 1916

Teeth aefeotive

30.10

33.4

'?on.'3il8

15.3

£1.3

2.9

ue

1Z.0

11.3

3.0

5.8

Adenoido
yo Defects

Defective Hearing

Sttral Children, >ortei

Philadelphia, s.
:

Indiana

in 1915

49.35

Toot:, defective

19.15

onsilo

15.4
11.5

Adenoid?
:yo

defects

Defective Hearing

-

norc defect:

le°o

+

m

13.94

C.7

1.25

1E.1

in country children than city children
•

m

»

•

a

IVUijvi

[l^il

Pla^

^

W
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NOTE TO READ.

.

.

The identity of the town in v;hioh this study of

rural school conditions was nade has "been {piarded by the
author.

It is hoped that any ftader of this manuscript vho

discovers the real name of the town of lillsf ield and the
\*illar;e

of Smithdale will only use the reference for further

study of the rural problem*
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The American JAural School.
Foght, liar old.
The Llacmillan Co. New York, 1910.
The Ifriral Teacher and his work.
The Haeiaillan Co. New York, 1917.

Excellent textbooks on the problems of rural education.
Country School of Tomorrow.
Hoard, Hew York, 191 3.
Education
General
The description of an ideal rural school.

Gates, P.T.

Hart,

.E.
I.tass.

Educational Agriculture,
Agricultural College, Amherst.

Agriculture as a cultural basis in educ. tion.
Hart,

Place and Function of Agriculture in the
...H.
Curriculum.
Geneva, JJew York, 1909.

Analysis of Agriculture in view of the psychology of
child development.
Hapeer, Louis.
The Consolidated Aural School.
Charles Scribner's Sons, Mew York, 19L0.

The solution of rural problems by consolidation of scho

Showalter.Noah D. Handbook for Aural School Officers.
oughton,Hifflin Co., Boston, 19^0.
'

A book for the progressive education leader in a rural
community.
T.J.
Teaching in Aural Schools.
uughton.Eifflin • Co., Boston, 1917.

.•oofter,

A book for prospective rural teachers.
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION
General

.

Gymnastic roblems.
Jakob.
Frederick A. Stokes So., New York, 1917.

Bolin,

Civilization being
Treatise on formal gymnastics.
artificial requires artificial training.
Brigham,

A.

Influence of Peligion upon "ealth.
1835.

Religion and the moral sentiments are the foundation
of health.both social ana individual.
To be found in Amherst College library)
(Out oi print.
Brigham, A.

Influence of Cental Cultivation upon
1832,

lealth.

Vital energy directed only to the brain prevents
normal development and functioning.
(Out of print.
To be found in Amherst College library)
The Concueut of Serves.
Courtney, J.VV.
The xlacmillan Co. New York, 1911.

Nerves are a spiritualizing force, feeding the soul by
cultivating mental resources and an interest in creative
worh.
Comenius, School of Infancy.
D.C. Heath ft Co. Boston, 1901.

Physical Education means the perfecting of the physical
tool, an outlet for excess pent-up energy, and the
vitalizing of the natural fire of life.
Cromie, ...J.
Keeping Physically Fit.
The lac: Lilian Co. Hew York, 1916.
:

Physical Training, a part of the regime of many great
men, made practical for the auult individual.
Les Bases Scientif iqnos de 1 T.ducr.tion Physicue,
Felix Aican, Paris, 1902.

Demenij, G.

Physical education develops the vitality of a people
through health, beauty, economic efficiency and
virility.
Gulick, Luther.
Hind and ork.
Doubleaay.Pa^c and Co. 1908.

Play as an ideal method of

rx

cting the demands of work.

5

The Gary Public Schools.
Hammer, Lee.
General Education Board, Hew York, 1916,

Physical training period is 24 of total number of
hours spent in study but comprises free play, religious
instruction, music, drawing, dancing and. individual
pursuits.
.<

{

Treatise on Crymnas ticks translated by Charier
Beck, Northampton, :.a3s. 18 £8.

Jahn, F.L.

Development of every muscle by one complete system of
exercises forms a unifying factor in a ration.
Girl and oman.
Latimer, Caroline,
D.Appleton and Co, Hew York, 1910.
A sympathetic discussion of the psychology and health
of the adolescent girl.

Exercise in Education and Jledieine.
launders Co., Phiiadelhpia, 1915.

.cZenzie, :-..Tait.
.L.

A treatise on the technique of Physical Education from
the medical viewpoint.
Sanaow's System of Physical Training, edited by G.Zercier
Adam, Selwyn Tait A Sons, New York. 1894.
The record of a man who followed the ideal of physical
perfection.

Sargent, Dudley JU
health, Strength and Power.
Caldwell jo. ITew York, 13LK.

The discourse of a practical ioealist in physical euueation.
lialzmann,

CP.

London.

Gymnastics for Youth.
Very rare edition.

1800.

A remarkable exposition, by a teacher of the Eighteenth
century, of a broad program of physical education only
To be found in the Amherst College library)
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION

-

RURAL HEALTH

Health Essentials for Pural School Children.
American Medical Association Press, Chicago, 1916,

Wood, Thomas D.

An outline of the health needs of rural children with
definite suggestions for teachers and parents.

health Education in PCural Schools.
Andress, J.ldaee.
Hough t on, -lifflin Co. Boston, 1919.
A textbook on rural school hygiene.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

-

PSYCHOLOGY

,

Angell, James R. .Psychology.
Henry Holt & Co., New York, 1908.

Chap. 16.

Destructiveness a form of construction.
Studies in Education.
Barnes, Earl.
Philadelphia,
Stanford University, 1696-7.
Vol.1, pp. 213-54.

190.-.

Children are unconscious of law's force.
Self preservation ano individual^ < disregard law.
Cabot,

The Soul of Play. Atlantic Monthly.

November 1910.
,

Popular arts and fine arts the highest forms of play.
Olaparede, Edouard
Experimental Pedagogy.
Longmans, Green and Corapany,New York, 1911, Ohap.4.

Pedagogy not recognizing play as a developing agent
has been from the Middle Ages on, repressive, dominated
by authority, intimidation and coercion.
Hall, G. Stanley.

D.Appleton

a

Youth - Its education, regimen and hygiene.
Co. New York, 1906. Chap. £.

Potor regimen and exercise at adolescence is probably
more all-conditioning for mentality, sexuality and
health than at any other period.
Chap. 6.

Play a renearsal of ancestral activities.

Home, Herman
The

H.
The Philosophy of Education.
lacmillan Co. Hew York, 1914. Chap. 3.

Education is through self-expreswion.
Only as a child
reacts to his surroundings is he educated.
James, William.
Psychology.
Briefer course.
Henry Polt ft Co. New York, 1913.
Chap. £4.
Bodily reactions cause sensation of emotion.

7

lling,

Psychology of Jhild Development.
Irving.
Unive sity of Chicago Press. 1903, Chap. 13.
Interest depends on adecuacy "ith which child is able

to coordinate himself and his environment.

Ladd, George T. and ,/oodworth, Robert S.

Elements of
Physiological Psychology.
Charles Scribner's Sons, New Yor,t,1911. pp. £38-244.

Transference of training occurs only where neural
mechanism is identical lor some portions of reactions.
Transfer is readiest in realm of ideas.

Mans terburg, Hugo. Psychology and the teacher.
D.Appleton & Co. N.Y. 1910.
Chap. 14.

Man is a performer of action, not merely a receiver of
impressions and a thinker. One natural neural path can
be artificially sidetracked and the result is the
neglected path ill be closed.
Social Development aiid Education.
Chap. 13.
HTraght on, Mifflin Co. Boston, 1909.

O'Shea, .lichael V.

Too much time is spent in schoolroom idling.
No nation
has yet discovered means of preserving physical and
raorol vigor of urban population.
Colin.
Social Education.
Guin 8: Co. Boston, 1908.
Chapter on Self organised group work.

Scott,

Experiments in education not possible of stereotyping
in textbooks as situations and children being different
results will be.
Spencer Herbert
Education.
New York, 1912.
Chap. 4.
,

,

Disgust for knowledge weakens or destroys energy.
Strayer and Norsworthy.
How to teach.
The ^iacmillan Co.
Kew York, 1917.
Drudgery is deadening.

Chap. 9.

Swift, ".. J.
Youth and the Race.
Charles Scribner'3 Sons, New York, 1912.
Self direction in work, self-control in conduct.
Tyler, John Um
Growth and Education.
Hought on,. -if flin k Co.
Boston, 1907.
Chap. 14.
Physiological basis for the child's work, play and health.

'
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Recreation
The Play Movement and its Significance.
Curtis, Fienry S.
The acmillan Co, t New York, 1917.
,

r

The need for play and its social value.
lee,

Joseph, Play in Education.
New Yorlc,
The I.^acmillr.n Go.
,

19113.

An analysis of children's play by a comprehending
sympathizer.
BULLETINS. PAUPHLETS AND SELECTED TEH IQDICALS

-

Commonwealth of .assachusette. Department of Education
bulletins: Boston.
Statistics of Public Schools and Annual ..eports.
report of Special Commission on Teacher s Salaries.
General Lavs relating- to Education.
.

T

Vermont Agricultural Reports, 1903. pn. 61-91.
Status of Lural Vermont, George ..'.-ells.
The University Journal, Lincoln, Nebraska,
i\Isrch,19£0. .Nebraska s Progressive Program.
F. w . Ixtehring.

California State Board of Education, State Supervision
of Physical Education. Sacramento, 1919.
State

Department of Education, Santa Fe, fan Mexico.
Plans and Suggestions for New ilexico Itoral School
livings.

reprint from September, 1915, education, ..hat Functions
in the oiral School, H.G.Brown and S. A. G. Glass,
oreester formal ocnool.

health Supplement to Utah Course of Study,
Salt Lake City, October, 1918.
State of New Jersey Dept. of Public Instruction,
Course in Physical Training for Grades I to VI.
Trenton, 1917.

9

General Plan f*nd Syllabus for Physical Education in the
State of Washington, Olympia, 1919.
Health llanual for Georgia Schools,
State Dept. of Education, Atlanta, Georgia, 1920.

Board of Education, Dept. of Interior, Washington, D. G.
Bulletins:

1922,Eo.l.Eeeent State Legislation for Physical Education,
1922, Pome Sc. Circular, No, 15, Home Economics in Pural Schools.
1922 ITo. 16, The District Owned or Controlled Teacher* s Pome.
1922, Pural School Leaflet, Eo, 3. Piodern Equipment for One
Teacher Schools.
1921, Uo.24, Suggestions for the Reorganization of the
Schools in Currituck Go., Eorth Carolina.
Eealth Education Series.
t

American School Board Journal, Milwaukee , iseonsin.
Hapeer, P.P. Pural vs City Health, Feb. 1920.
.

American Statistical Ass'n. Vol.13, Cambridge,; lass.
Cance, A.E. Decline of Pural Population in New England.
Atlantic Eonthly, Boston, -Pass. Vol. 83, pp. 561-74 and 712-720.
Hartt, E«Ir« Nev; Ijigland Hill Town.
.ind

and Body, New Uln, Pinn.
and July, 1921.

Llay

Nation's Pealth, The Modern Plospital Publishing Co. , Chicago, 111.

Professional Engineer.

Am. Ass'n.

of Engineers, Chicago,

Jan. 1923.

...

.

-

/:

p

.

.odionl Exn- iiner of
urnl Diotrictn - Ohio, PIIJ,

J. E» tarty,

p

-

chool ..llOrf
p«ll. 19 19.

:

10,

i

'

Taliaferro Clark, The Phyaioal Care of sural school
Children, W#*kl£ . . .eportn. v».TL, pt«2 t page 2759, 191C.
:

UChrlotonaen, Eealtfr and the urnl School - .Modern
Pedicine, v. 2, p, 70S, October, 13 20 •
Philip Banner Ppence, School Cliildron in City Hoalthior
than in Country • Public Health, pub* by leP. tate Board
•f Health, v.3,p#454 t Sept * 1915*

,

10

The iollowlng periodicals have often contributed
to the present tUenio:

l»erican Physical education

eviow, %ringf ield.r.Iass.

The American Child, national Child

astern states

lagasine,

.abor Ass'n., Nev- Yo:

•

...

:aotern states Agricultural and

Industrial "oague, Springfield, Mass.
Journal of the National Kd. Ass'n.

The

anhlngton,

,

C.

urvey, survey Associates, Inc., Hew Yor£.

lodern Health crusade, National Tuberculosis Assn., Hew York,
ffiwflfh

Journal Mass. Tuberculosis

ADI^ITIOML BOOK R P

Mi,

organ,
The

~

eague, Boston, nss.

M

The Public Relief of Sickness,

;,'acraillan

o.

,

r;e^

York,

19......

:poncor, Ierbert, The rrincipleo of ^ioloey,
D.Apple ton & Co. 1698.

~:er-

Yori;,

